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The financial crisis has kept the world busy from 2007 to the present. The resulting
decrease of confidence in the creditworthiness of most enterprises, banks, and in-
dustrial corporations, has made it painfully obvious that financial planning requires
particular attention. Of course, it has been recognized long before the crisis that a
precise forecast of business figures like sales, production, and investments is essen-
tial. Faulty hedge-positions resulting from inefficient exposure planning can increase
hedging costs. Similar costly effects can result from imprecise liquidity planning,
even if insolvency is avoided: high carry costs for liquidity are caused by high risk
premium along with low interest on deposits, nearly independent of a company’s
structure and size.
Challenges for optimizing corporate financial planning data integration preceding
risk management are even greater in global companies due to distributed and hetero-
geneous data generation processes. Research and contribution in this thesis address
process and data related challenges and comprise of two parts: the first process-driven
part evaluates the effect of corporate financial planning redesign based on an appro-
priate business process redesign model for multinational enterprises. Thereby, the
focus is on a flexible execution structure and the three process related quality dimen-
sions timeliness, completeness, and consistency. The second data-driven research part
comes up with new quality metrics for financial planning data and their benchmark-
ing against the forth quality dimension accuracy. Besides a detailed documentation of
the status quo, the informational content of accuracy is queried and the idea is intro-
duced to combine this metric with additional statistical measures and expert knowl-
edge to support financial controllers. Both research parts are investigated through
evaluation studies based on empirical data. The implementation of the first redesign
step and a documentation of process runtime before and after redesign show a sig-
nificant increase in timeliness, completeness, and consistency. Moreover, the conformity
with Benford’s Law is introduced as new quality metric based on detailed bench-
marking analyses against the well-accepted quality metric accuracy. One major ad-
vantage of this newly introduced metric is the ability to indicate planning data quality
at the moment of data generation, since the corresponding actual data is not required.
Finally, previously unknown business insights are derived through the combination
of new and old quality metrics and a stepwise in-depth investigation of planned and
actual values. With the evaluations conducted throughout this thesis the overall goal
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The financial crisis has kept the world busy from 2007 to the present day. The re-
sulting decrease of confidence in the creditworthiness of most enterprises, banks, as
well as industrial corporations, has made it painfully obvious that financial plan-
ning requires particular attention. Indeed, the effort conducted to financial plan-
ning processes in almost any kind of company raised, not least because it is a highly
knowledge-intensive task. Of course, it has been recognized long before the crisis
that a precise forecast of business figures like sales, production, and investments
is essential (Kim et al., 1998; Graham and Harvey, 2001). Actually, 20% of enter-
prise insolvencies in Germany could have been been avoided through solid liquid-
ity forecast and management (Schneider-Frisse, 2009). Moreover, the avoidance of
faulty hedge-positions resulting from inefficient exposure planning can significantly
decrease hedging costs.
Similar costly effects can result from imprecise liquidity planning, even if insolvency
is avoided: for instance, as one result of the suffering confidence in the creditworthi-
ness of the participants in capital markets the risk premiums for liquidity procure-
ment increased. The fact that even large enterprises were hit by the crisis resulted in
an increased awareness for the striking importance of a high credit rating to be able
to access the capital market at reasonable costs. In addition, the governmental res-
cue measures induced cheap liquidity which accounted for low interest incomes and,
3
Chapter 1. Introduction
hence, increased the cost of carry for companies that produce a liquidity surplus. The
high carry costs for liquidity resulting from risk premium along with low interest on
deposits made improper liquidity planning very expensive, nearly independent of a
company’s structure and size.
1.1. Motivation
The omnipresent effects of the financial crises led to a significantly increased aware-
ness for the importance of proper forecasting as it was documented, for instance, in
the "Treasury & Risk – 2010 Strategic Treasury Survey"1: 50% of the asked senior fi-
nancial executives rated liquidity management the most promising area to increase
efficiency in the next years (Anonymous, 2010). One of the key tasks to increase effi-
ciency besides the commonly known quality assurance measures is process integra-
tion. Especially in global enterprises, vast heterogeneity in the data generation raises
serious risks during this integration (Innig, 2009). Furthermore, increased efficiency is
of utmost importance, since rolling financial planning with refinements in intervals of
a few months and numbers on a very detailed level is required in highly volatile and
insecure times (Innig, 2009). To support this effort in risk management, IT providers
developed and enhanced integrative software solutions for corporate planning over
the last years (Niemann, 2009).
For global companies, it is even more challenging to compose a well-founded plan-
ning (Goedhart and Spronk, 1995): in the case of central currency-specific liquidity
planning, decentralized planning processes have to be coordinated within local par-
titions and internal transactions between these partitions have to be monitored to
ensure a proper and consistent overall financial planning. Yet, global enterprises are
subject to continuous growth and change through M&A measures and spin-offs. The




tures in the respective countries. Moreover, differences in enterprise size and hierar-
chical position in the group as a whole lead to numerous applied software solutions,
each of which may work on individual data formats. Consequently, standardized
software solutions supporting crucial planning tasks are oftentimes not applicable.
Nevertheless, better technology is required in cash flow forecasting, budgeting, and
planning (Anonymous, 2010). Especially, the process of data transmission and valida-
tion accompanied by an intensive communication between local and global manage-
ment is important to assure high data input quality for risk management. Moreover,
regardless of all challenges arising within complex company structures, the require-
ments placed on sensitive processes like financial management continuously increase
(Lu et al., 2008).
To cope with these challenges in global companies, corporate financial portals have
turned out to be an efficient measure to enhance the process of centralized liquidity
risk management (Vo and Elsner, 2007). Today, such Information Systems (IS) are
included into service-oriented architectures. In this vein, IT-based business intelli-
gence services can be offered to support planning activities, such as market-based
prediction services, services to detect complex events as a sequence of defined activi-
ties, or decision support services. During the implementation of such an information
system, major challenges arise from high heterogeneity of applications, business pro-
cesses, and employees within multinational enterprises as described above. In cor-
porate financial planning these historically grown structures result in a knowledge
intensive data transmission and communication process. Although such processes
can be structured on a highly aggregated level (cp. Figure 3.1), numerous individual
tasks, for instance, data validation and communication, lead to strongly individual-
ized process workflows. The resulting importance of human participants in processes
again impedes their improvement due to semi-structured process parts and poten-
tially limited willingness to change and to abandon known structures and workflows
(Riege, 2005). To cope with these challenges and to assure process quality at large,
an efficient and customer friendly organizational structure and data consistency are
equally important (Schultz, 1992). Up to now, literature has brought about several ap-
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proaches to redesign and improve complex processes, however, most articles include
either strong process restrictions or complex redesign procedures which are hardly
applicable in practice.
The above-mentioned decision support services, especially if large amounts of under-
lying data are supposed to be processed for the planning task, are usually based on
data mining methods. Thereby, detecting patterns in huge data sets can be tedious,
for instance, since it requires a variety of upstream and downstream efforts and may
be different for each data set considered (Witten et al., 2005). Moreover, quality of
financial planning is usually quantified by its outcome using accepted ex-post met-
rics such as planning accuracy or alternative derivatives of plan versus actual de-
viances – planning errors. However, cash flow positions are often planned months or
even years before they actually take place, with frequent revisions of their monetary
quantification based on additional knowledge and adapted expectations. This work
considers the sequence of financial planning data predicting the same ultimate cash
flow (item) at different points in time as a documentation of the financial planning
process. The goal of such effort is, first, to identify erroneous or suspicious planning
data and revisions that will likely result in huge planning errors. Second, the deter-
mination of flawed planning processes allows for more profound root cause analysis
of poor planning accuracy. Unfortunately, controllers today have little guidance on
how to assess planning processes’ quality at process runtime. This is particularly true
because of the complex data structure in financial planning processes accompanied
by often unknown assumptions and dynamics.
Now, what if it was possible to find properties valid for a variety of data sets, in-
dependent of the respective industry, task, or company? Benford’s Law, as shown
by Benford (1938), provides highly interesting insights into the structure of empiri-
cal data: naively thought it seems obvious that the digits of numbers in the decimal
system are equally distributed. Yet, Benford showed for several kinds of empirically
gathered numbers that the leading digits as well as the digits in second position occur
with distinct probabilities which clearly differ from an equal distribution. If the digit
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distribution in high-quality financial planning data in fact follows Benford’s Law, cer-
tain rounding behaviours or the creation of duplicate numbers via copy-and-pasting
should distort the digit distribution. However, conformity to Benford’s Law can be
seen as a verisimilar of reported financial planning data but does not exhibit tempo-
ral structures present in planning data (repetitive patterns in consecutive revisions
and planning errors). In order to analyse and describe data dependencies over whole
planning processes, this work proposes a second metric: weak-form planning effi-
ciency. The term weak-form planning efficiency is an adoption of weak-form forecast
efficiency as it has been introduced by Nordhaus (1987) and relates to the statistical
assumption of independent planning errors and revisions in financial planning data.
Overall, the conducted effort in all fields aims at an increased quality of the data
input for risk management. Batini et al. (2009) show in their work, based on an ex-
cellent overview of existing approaches, that assessing and improving data quality
in complex processes like financial planning requires differentiated procedures cov-
ering a wide range of goals. Yet, three stages are essential for quality optimization
approaches: (i) the documentation of the organizational status quo in state recon-
struction, (ii) measuring the data quality in assessment/measurement, and (iii) the
improvement. As easily can be seen in these three stages, the documentation of
the status quo is a key challenge that has to be present in quality improvement ap-
proaches. The four core-dimensions of quality documentation are completeness, con-
sistency, timeliness, and accuracy (Batini et al., 2009; Wand and Wang, 1996). All data
quality dimensions and their measurement are presented and discussed in detail in
Section 2.2.
In particular, the focus of this thesis is to optimize process structure and output data
quality of the data validation and aggregation process preceding the liquidity and
foreign exchange risk management in a multinational enterprise (Singhvi, 1972; Mar-
tin et al., 2012). Consequently, research and contribution address process and data
related challenges and comprise of two parts in analogy to Batini et al. (2009): the
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first process-driven part evaluates the effect of corporate financial planning redesign
based on an appropriate business process redesign model for multinational enter-
prises. Thereby, the focus is on a flexible execution structure and the three process
related quality dimensions. Based on the optimized organizational structure, the sec-
ond data-driven research part comes up with new quality metrics for financial plan-
ning data and their benchmarking against the forth quality dimension data accuracy.
Besides a detailed documentation of the status quo as requested by Batini et al. (2009),
the informational content of accuracy and its role as a single, dominant quality metric
is queried. As an alternative, the idea is introduced to combine this metric with addi-
tional statistical measures and expert knowledge to support financial controllers. One
major advantage of the newly introduced metric will be the ability to indicate plan-
ning data quality at the moment of data generation, since the corresponding actual
data is not required. Finally, previously unknown business insights will be derived
through the combination of new and old quality metrics and a stepwise in-depth in-
vestigation of planned and actual values. In doing so, it should be possible to provide
valuable support for the decision, which data samples should be further investigated
and what kind of delivered planning data is likely to result in huge final planning
errors.
1.2. Research Questions
Quality assurance in financial planning is a multi-step procedure. As above-
introduced, the first step in this procedure is the process optimization which is nec-
essary to directly increase data quality and to create space for complex quality assur-
ance measures through reduced execution time. The special challenges arising from
the financial planning in multinational enterprises result in the necessity for an in-
novative business process redesign framework. Although numerous approaches to
redesign and improve complex processes exist in literature, an approach applicable
in practice without strong process restrictions is missing. This gap is addressed in
this work by investigating the first general research question (RQ):
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RQ 1 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Can a redesign model be derived that increases data quality and similarly offers
standardization and flexibility to assure practical relevance?
Since quality assurance measures are very time consuming, the focus of such a model
should be put on reduced time effort, which is a quality dimension itself (cp. 2.2).
Nevertheless, as will be shown in the evaluation, the redesign model also affects the
further quality dimensions completeness and consistency in parallel.
The second step in the procedure of quality assurance in financial planning has a
clear data perspective: the extraction of information from historical planning data
about the individual planning behaviour of entities. The empirical data sample un-
derlying the analyses contains planning data at our industrial partner over a multiple
year time period enriched with the corresponding actual values per planned value.
The goal of such procedures is to transform existing knowledge into decision sup-
port services. In this vein, the approaches presented in this work are two-fold: (i) in-
troducing existing quality indicators from other fields to financial planning with the
goal of an ex-ante quality metric (actual data is not required), and (ii) examining com-
mon patterns in planning and actual financial data. As introduced earlier, Benford’s
Law provides highly interesting insights into the structure of empirical data. Confor-
mity to Benford’s Law does not exhibit temporal structures present in planning data
(repetitive patterns in consecutive revisions and planning errors). Consequently, the
investigation of (i) also refers to weak planning efficiency derived from weak forecast
efficiency as introduced by Nordhaus (1987) and aims at answering the second main
research question:
RQ 2 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Can existing quality metrics be introduced to financial planning data to gen-
erate an ex-ante quality indication?
Furthermore, as above-mentioned, it is of interest to identify patterns beyond plan-
ning data in the relationship to the corresponding actual data. The findings provided
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by the evaluation of RQ 2 enable us to further investigate the special structure of the
basic data in depth. Along with extensive expert knowledge about company charac-
teristics, it is possible to address the research question:
RQ 3 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Can compositions of actual and planning data provide business insights?
To specify these three overall questions and to structure their examination, the follow-
ing three Sections 1.2.1 to 1.2.3 present sub-questions for each of the above-mentioned
high-level research questions.
1.2.1. RQ 1 – Innovative Business Process Redesign –
Design and evaluation of the framework requested in RQ 1 raises numerous chal-
lenges. The first sub-research question below addresses the design itself. To evaluate
the appropriateness of the resulting flexible objective-based process redesign model,
we applied it in a renowned, globally operating large company acting in the chemical
and pharmaceutical sector. As introduced earlier, we focus on three quality dimen-
sions, whereby timeliness is addressed in RQ 1.2, and completeness along with consis-
tency are combined in RQ 1.3.
RQ 1.1 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
How should a theoretically based process redesign model that combines stan-
dardization and flexibility be designed to assure practical relevance?
RQ 1.2 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Does the objective-based process redesign increase the data quality dimension
timeliness in practice?
RQ 1.3 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Does the objective-based process redesign increase the data quality dimensions
completeness and consistency in practice?
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The empirical evidence regarding the sub-research questions RQ 1.2 and RQ 1.3 is
provided by an implementation of a redesigned process: at our industry partner,
the redesigned processes are a part of daily routines since June 2010. Driven by the
fact that process redesign literature is mostly of theoretical nature, the real world
evaluation of the redesign model is one of the core contributions of this work.
1.2.2. RQ 2 – Ex-Ante Quality Metric –
In order to answer RQ 2, we apply Benford’s Law and weak-form planning efficiency
to multi-year financial planning data from over hundred subsidiaries. If it is possi-
ble to show that the digit distribution in financial planning data does in fact follow
Benford’s Law, data characteristics can be studied based on the conformity with Ben-
ford’s Law. The results can be combined with additional statistical evaluations and
expert knowledge to eventually support financial planning managers in their deci-
sion which data samples to further investigate. For instance, certain rounding be-
haviours or the creation of duplicate numbers via copy-and-pasting should distort
the digit distribution. In order to analyse and describe data dependencies over whole
planning processes, the second metric weak planning efficiency is applied to the same
data sample. The term weak planning efficiency relates to the statistical assumption
of independent planning errors and revisions in corporate financial planning data.
Consequently, the following three sub-research questions were investigated:
RQ 2.1 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Does financial planning data follow Benford’s Law?
RQ 2.2 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Do company characteristics impact the conformity of financial planning data
with Benford’s Law?
RQ 2.3 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –




Finally, it is of particular importance for the validity of Benford’s Law based decision
support to evaluate the quality indication provided by a conformity with Benford’s
Law. Moreover, quality assessment beyond data accuracy, i.e. the difference between
plan and actual values, is crucial to overcome the lack of missing actual data at the
moment of planning data generation. To elaborate whether perceived data quality
improvements are reflected in real data accuracy and to evaluate the validity of Ben-
ford’s Law as a quality indicator the following two final sub-research questions to RQ
2 are examined:
RQ 2.4 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Is data accuracy conform with perceived data quality?
RQ 2.5 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Does Benford’s Law in financial planning data assess data quality?
Through this evaluation the validity of Benford’s Law would be based on its ability
to reflect data characteristics previously discovered based on data accuracy. With
positive findings it would be possible to start developing a decision support service
based on digital analyses. However, for the appropriate design of such services the
extraction of additional entity specific knowledge is of significant importance.
1.2.3. RQ 3 – Business Insights –
The first step to gain such entity specific information are data classifications like, for
instance, by business line (cp. RQ 2.2/2.3). Beyond a business line specific conformity
with Benford’s Law, the evaluation of further patterns in planning and actual data
promises valuable insights. In that way, potential differences between Benford, weak
planning efficiency, and accuracy indications can be the starting point for an in depth
investigation and the foundation for managerial impact. The top-down character of
our approach through the examination on group and entity level is expressed by the
following three sub-research questions for RQ 3:
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RQ 3.1 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Can subgroup planning data accuracy be related to external factors depending
on the respective line of business?
RQ 3.2 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Can conformity with Benford’s Law or weak planning efficiency provide plan-
ning quality indications beyond data accuracy?
RQ 3.3 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Can entity specific recommendation be derived based on Benford’s Law, weak
planning efficiency, and data accuracy evaluation?
Summing up, the analyses performed in this work are a multi-step approach diving
deep into the process and data structures of corporate financial planning to extract
systematic planning behaviour. The answers to the three research questions RQ 1 to
RQ 3 in the Chapters 3 to 6 provide theoretically based investigations with a focus on
their practical impact and on concrete recommendations for data adaptations.
1.3. Structure and Research Development
The earlier part of this chapter already gave a broad motivation onto why an im-
provement in financial planning is necessary at all and how it can be achieved. Be-
yond that, Section 1.2 described the research question and their interdependencies.
The structure of the research questions is completely in line with the structure of the
entire thesis: starting with the foundations in Part I., Part II. (RQ 1) and Part III. (RQ
2 and RQ 3) present the detailed investigation results before Part IV. concludes with a
summary of the contribution and the future research topics. A high-level illustration
of this structure can be found in Figure 1.1.
The research that resulted in this thesis was part of a research cooperation with a glob-
ally acting large enterprise in the pharmaceutical and chemical industry. Our indus-
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Figure 1.1.: Structure of this thesis.
spread all over the world. This implies a decentralised data generation. Moreover,
continuous growth leads to a waste heterogeneity of employees and applied systems.
Even more important, with planning numbers delivered, for instance, on the cur-
rency and partner level every three months, the organisational structure of the finan-
cial planning process exactly fulfil the previously mentioned detail and frequency
requirements (Innig, 2009; Saroney III, 2005). Our experts within the enterprise are
located in the corporate financial planning department within the holding and par-
ticipate in the redesigned process as knowledge workers and responsible managers.
The overall goal of this work was to perform profound research with practical impact
making use of the evaluation opportunities offered within the cooperation. The con-
ducted scientific effort lead to numerous publications in conference proceeding, all of
which were reviewed and presented in advance.
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The following gives a brief overview of these publications as a part of the respective
chapters. Throughout this work, "we" refers to both; the readers of this work and me
and my co-authors. I would like to particularly thank Thomas Setzer, Christof Wein-
hardt, Tobias Conte, Athanasios Mazarakis, Florian Teschner, Rico Knapper, Stefanie
Betz, Simon Caton, and Chris Gerhardt. A first article describing the challenges in re-
designing financial planning processes in multinational enterprises was discussed at
the Group Decision and Negotiation 2010 Conference (Martin and Blau, 2010). More-
over, the research agenda for this thesis, including a short version of the model and
a description of the planned data analyses, was presented and widely discussed dur-
ing the Doctoral Consortium of the 10th International Conference on Wirtschaftsin-
formatik (Martin, 2011).
In more detail, Chapter 2 provides the related literature in the field of business process
redesign, quality metrics and data exploration in general. Based upon this founda-
tion, Chapter 3 starts with a specification of the application domain. Thereafter, Sec-
tion 3.2, describes our design science based objectives-based process redesign. This
redesign model, including a formal representation of the requirements and a qualita-
tive evaluation, was published in the proceedings of the 16th Americas Conference on
Information Systems (Martin et al., 2011). The core contribution in the field of busi-
ness process redesign is the model evaluation through a real-world application in
Sections 3.3 to 3.5, containing case study, current implementation status, and finally
results. Thereby, the case study at our industry partner is documented in the proceed-
ings of the 19th European Conference on Information Systems (Martin et al. (2011)
in Section 3.3). The service oriented implementation approach supporting a correct
and efficient implementation of the newly developed process, was presented at the
8th International Conference on Service Computing (Martin et al. (2011) in Section
3.4). Beyond this realization documentation of the redesign model we also success-
fully submitted the results of the implementation and quantitative evaluation to the
24th International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (Mar-
tin and Conte (2012) in Section 3.5).
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In parallel, we started implementing the first data analyses based on Benford’s Law
that are introduced in Part III.. The first results indicating the conformity of finan-
cial planning data with Benford’s Law were published in the proceedings of the 20th
European Conference on Information Systems (Martin et al. (2012) in Section 4.2).
Encouraged by the positive results and feedback, we performed in depth analyses
regarding the digit distribution and weak planning efficiency. A comparison of both
metrics was presented and discussed at the SRII Global Conference 2012 (Martin et al.
(2012) in Section 4.3). In Chapter 5 similarities between perceived data quality and
data accuracy are evaluated. Yet, one of the most important results are achieved in
Section 5.2, where we establish the conformity with Benford’s Law as data quality
indicator. Based upon these findings, Chapter 6 presents astonishing insights into the
data structure gained through a combination of the introduced quality metrics. Until
now, these interesting results are unpublished, but a journal publication is in progress
and we are currently working on the incorporation of the findings in a decision sup-
port service. Chapter 7 concludes with a contribution summary and the limitations
of the performed research, pointing to future research topics.
According to the description above, the publications form the backbone of this thesis.
Consequently, parts of them are included literally in the respective Chapters 3 and
4. Finally, some literally parts of the papers also found their way into introduction,




The following section will lay the foundation regarding the theoretical background
for this work. The introduction already gave a brief overview of the current effort for
improvement undertaken in the domain of financial planning. Section 2.1 provides a
broad overview of business process management literature necessary for the devel-
opment of the redesign framework described in the following chapter. The quality
measures presented in Section 2.2 allow us to assess the success of first the process
redesign and second the data exploration analyses, for which the foundation is pre-
sented in Section 2.3.
2.1. Business Process Redesign
For the decision whether to talk about reengineering or redesign it is necessary to think
about the scope of the restructuring effort. The scope of this work is to change the
structure of one single process and therefore we use the term redesign according to
Mansar and Reijers (2007), although there exists no explicit definition of the terms
reengineering and redesign in literature (O’Neill and Sohal, 1999). Yet, reengineering
is often associated with more drastic change programs (Mansar and Reijers, 2007).
In general reengineering assumes a much broader scope than the specific focus of
process redesign. Process redesign concentrates on the process itself in terms of its
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interdependent tasks and resources, while reengineering refers to all aspects of re-
structuring organization’s processes, e.g. from change management to project man-
agement issues. Moreover, our business process definition follows Oberweis (1996),
who describes a business process as "a set of manual, semi-automated or automated
activities that are performed according to certain rules to achieve a particular business
goal". With this strong emphasis on workflows within an enterprise rather than on
products, this classification can be rated as workflow oriented process definition and
is appropriate for enterprise systems application in this work (Davenport, 1993).
In the following section we characterize existing literature with respect to the re-
quired degree of standardization and point out the necessity for an alternative model.
Thereby, the business process redesign model presented in Chapter 3 is designed to
offer optimal support in semi-structured data delivery and interaction processes (for
detailed motivating example refer to Section 3.1.1), however, it can be applied to semi-
structured process in general as they are defined in Section 2.1.1. Of course, a redesign
model able to cope with less structured processes can be applied to completely struc-
tured processes, too. Yet, as can be seen in the detailed overview of existing process
redesign literature (Section 2.1.2), appropriate models already exist for this kind of
processes.
2.1.1. Semi-Structured Processes
Generally, business processes can be distinguished by their level of structure. In
this vein, Deiters (2000) distinguishes between structured, semi-structured, and com-
pletely unstructured business processes as follows: structured processes are applied
in standardized scenarios and, therein, the sequence of tasks and business rules is
predetermined and prescribed. In semi-structured processes, some tasks are not or-
dered at all and some of the rules may be modified or added later "on the fly". Hence,
only parts of the sequence of tasks and the business rules are structured. Finally,
unstructured processes do not have any repeatable patterns at all, are executed spon-
taneously, and are difficult to automate.
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Löffeler et al. (1998) presented detailed evidence for the flexibility arising from an
additional process type and its necessity. Their characterization is based on a met-
ric consisting of the variables information base, co-operating partners, and solution
path, previously identified by Picot and Reichwald (1984). To ease the identification
of a process’ structuredness, they introduce a classification framework. Although,
such detailed definitions of semi-structured processes exist, they are not frequently
considered in business redesign theory. This is particularly surprising, since semi-
structured processes are omni-present in practice.
The data delivery and interaction process described in Section 3.1.1 follows a struc-
tured sequence of tasks on a high level (cp. Figure 3.1), however, the execution order
of numerous tasks strongly depends on the individual preferences of the knowledge
worker and may be modified on runtime. According to Deiters (2000), we conse-
quently talk of semi-structured processes.
2.1.2. Business Process Redesign
To provide further insights into the characteristics of processes, lots of work has been
performed on the analyses of processes’ structuredness. Pentland (2003a) introduces
sequential routines in business processes as a metric for the degree of standardization.
Thereby, the identification of routine patterns allows for the definition of a lexicon per
process and, hence, the comparison of different process parts. Furthermore, changes
in the sequential execution of identified process patterns reflect either development
or variety and, thus, a lower level of structuredness in the process (Pentland, 2003a).
In an following benchmarking study, Pentland (2003b) shows that the variety of se-
quences rather expresses procedural knowledge and consequently derives a more
generalized view than explicit task declarations in previously known measures like
task variety. Rosenkranz et al. (2009) try to derive a unique pattern base to compare
different workflows and to detect joint aspects as a foundation for a process stan-
dardization approach. Yet, their experiences in multiple case studies reveal complex
challenges in redesigning business processes.
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An additional shortcoming of recent literature beside the complexity of the intro-
duced metrics for measurement and treatment of variety, is the focuses on either
completely structured or unstructured processes. van der Aalst (2000), for example,
introduces a framework to verify workflows, however, it is only applicable in a stan-
dardized scenario. Beyond that, van der Aalst et al. (2005) present process support
strategies for unstructured processes in which the unstructured parts of the process
are handled as individual cases.
In more detail, the literature of business process redesign contains numerous papers
with the focus on the management of standardized processes and workflows. Reijers
and Limanmansar (2005) derive a conceptual framework with the goal of best prac-
tices in business process design. In their paper, they focus on the mechanics of the
process rather than on behavioural or change management aspects. They present a
number of concrete redesign goals but their concept remains very general. Mansar
and Reijers (2007) continue this research in their paper. They base their results on an
empirical analysis of the top-ten best practices in business process redesign and the
development of a framework to classify different approaches.
Redman (1995) switched the point of view from the model in general to specific re-
design goals. In his analysis he points out that data quality is a competitive advan-
tage. Within the scenario of AT&T, he describes the structure of a process to identify
and eliminate deficient data quality. Moreover, Davenport et al. (2004) intensify this
quality focus to guarantee appropriate decision making by process integration and
data basis improvement. An addition to these general approaches and overviews are
structured methods like Workflow Management Systems (WFMS). As van der Aalst
et al. (2005) show, the applied method depends a lot on the characteristics of the spe-
cific domain. Consequently, they provide different approaches either for structured
or unstructured processes. In the structured domains, they suggest the application
of WFMS (van der Aalst, 2000; van der Aalst and Weske, 2001) based on Petri Nets.
Moreover, van der Aalst and Weske (2001) present an approach to handle collabora-
tive processes via integration in an inter-organizational context. They identify two
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characteristic processes: first the globally visible process and second the private sub-
processes of each participant. Analogously to Davenport et al. (2004) their main goal
is the perfect integration of all process parts into one main process.
The redesign approach described in our paper is related to this inter-organizational
idea. Nevertheless, van der Aalst and Weske (2001) present a theoretical model and in
this way miss to provide concrete support in realizing the new process. In addition to
WFMS, van der Aalst et al. (2005) suppose the workflow management by knowledge
workers who are supported by a system that presents all available informations. In
doing so, the system supports the decisions made but does no autonomous decision
making. Altogether, van der Aalst (2000) state that not all processes can be trans-
formed into a standardized system. Nevertheless, they do not present a solution for
processes that can be standardized in parts.
Beyond theses process structure focussed studies only few studies exist with addi-
tional dimensions. For instance, Feldman (2000) claims that procedural routines can
only be handled correctly taking the human part into account that oftentimes causes
unexpected changes in static routines. Pointing into the same direction, Seidel (2009)
presents results of an exploratory study assessing the role of IS in the field of creativ-
ity intensive domains. Even more important is the technology focus of Sabherwal
and Robey (1993) since they present a detailed study of IS implementation processes.
With their resulting taxonomy of six different archetypical processes they provide
valuable insights into the variety of implementation approaches. Yet, the link back
from implementation to conceptual redesign, necessary for the application scenario
of this thesis, is again missing. The same shortcoming is true for the structural met-
rics introduced to process redesign by Balasubramanian and Gupta (2005). Neverthe-
less, they claim a "formal yet user friendly" redesign approach and in that sense are
quite close to the requirements formulated in Section 3.2.1. Finally, Kettinger et al.
(1997) provide a valuable formalization and classification framework for process re-
design approaches. Their proposed six stages form the structural back bone of the
objectives-based redesign model of this work.
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Summing up, most of the above presented papers work on the management of ex-
isting IS solutions rather than on their evolution through the integration of new pro-
cesses. In addition, they focus either on completely structured or unstructured pro-
cesses, or they miss to provide a concrete process redesign model. This incomplete-
ness results in the necessity for a model with a higher flexibility regarding degree
of structuredness of the affected processes and model presentation. The need for an
appropriate redesign model is even more striking since an optimal implementation
strategy incorporating management support and user involvement is crucial for the
success of a newly implemented process (Schultz, 1992). Nevertheless, the literature
presents criteria for an efficient process like redesign goals, which we utilize in our
work (cp. Section 3.1.2).
2.2. Data and Process Quality
The terms data and process quality have been defined in numerous ways. However,
research has brought up a limited number of core dimensions during the last years
that are valid for academics and practitioners. Section 2.2.1 describes the quality di-
mensions that matter in the next chapters in detail and compares the different points
of view in literature. Based upon that, Section 2.2.2 presents the set of suitable key
performance indicators (KPIs) for the measurement of all quality dimensions. Yet,
KPIs established throughout this work, for instance, the conformity with Benford’s
Law, are not part of this review.
2.2.1. Definitions in Literature
The overall goal of this work is quality assurance in financial planning, i.e. the quality
of the data underlying risk management. For appropriate output data quality, pro-
cess structure and efficiency are of utmost importance (Schultz, 1992). Consequently,
although we talk about data quality in the following only, process characteristics are
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important, too. The term data quality contains numerous sub-types. Especially the
different views of researchers and practitioners result in a wide range of definitions.
Table 3.1 presents the explicit mapping between process characteristics and data qual-
ity dimensions.
According to Wang and Strong (1996) the most popular metric is data accuracy. Nev-
ertheless, multiple dimensions beyond data accuracy exist, like for instance, time-
liness and completeness. These dimension differ a lot in their popularity in recent
literature and can be grouped differently. In this work we focus on the most popular
dimensions and follow the structure of Batini et al. (2009), who extracted the follow-
ing definitions for the four core dimensions based on a detailed literature research:
Completeness "The degree to which a given data collection includes data describing
the corresponding set of real-world objects." In financial planning, a transaction
between two subsidiaries always is present in the data of both subsidiaries– the
same has to be true in the corresponding planning data.
Consistency "The consistency dimension refers to the violation of semantic rules de-
fined over a set of data items." Going back to the above-described example, the
data has not only to be present in both plans, but has to be, for instance, in the
same currency and with the same volume.
Time related dimension– Timeliness Batini et al. (2009) refers to different dimen-
sions, but we chose the very popular timeliness, that is, whether the data is out
of date (Wand and Wang, 1996; Ballou and Pazer, 1985). Additional consistency
and completeness validations along with new deadlines require reduced time
to keep timeliness. For short, we write reduced timeliness instead throughout
the work.
Accuracy Strongly depends on the application domain and can be distinguished be-
tween semantic and syntactic. Semantic is the comparison to the real-world val-
ues and is appropriate in our context where we are interested in the difference
between planned and actual values.
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As already mentioned, these four dimensions are very common, both for academics
and practitioners as illustrated in Table 2.1. Sometimes, the definitions vary a bit, yet,
the differences are caused by the specific domain. This modified application domain
is also the reason for the sometimes differing dimension sample in the practitioner
literature. Usually these variations lead to extensions of the dimension set. For in-
stance, Knight and Burn (2005) present a list of more than ten dimensions, including
security, reliability, accessibility, availability, among others. Some of these additional
dimensions are present in further literature, too (Gardyn, 1997; Mandke and Nayar,
1997).
The only real exception regarding the core dimensions are Matsumura and
Shouraboura (1996), who only take accuracy into account. Yet, as argued by multi-
ple authors that is not enough since assessing data quality beyond accuracy is crucial
(Wang and Strong, 1996; Batini et al., 2009). Overall, the above-described four data
quality dimensions are the core dimensions present in practitioners and academics
literature and consequently for this work.
2.2.2. Measurement
The evaluation presented in this work focusses on the four quality dimensions in-
troduced in the previous section. As we do not aim at cost reduction but rather at
decreased runtime and increased quality, costs are required to remain constant. Nev-
ertheless, they are considered indirectly through the KPIs related to runtime. For
instance, waiting time reflects waiting costs.
Buchsein et al. (2008) and Kütz (2011) describe a set of KPIs for a best practice pro-
cess. This best practice process is taken from the IT infrastructure library1 being the
most popular IT management framework (Lahtela et al., 2010; Brenner, 2006), offer-
ing guidelines onto design, management, and support for service providers. Earlier
work in the financial service industry proposes numerous indicators for performance
1http://www.itil-officialsite.com
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Wand and Wang (1996) X X X X
Batini et al. (2009) X X X X
Ballou and Pazer (1985) X X X X







Cykana et al. (1996) X X X X
Gardyn (1997) X X X
Mandke and Nayar (1997) X X X X
Matsumura and Shouraboura (1996) X
Table 2.1.: Mapping data quality dimensions to respective academics and practi-
tioners literature.
measurement (Spremic et al., 2008), of which we chose a limited set. In order to val-
idate and reduce the large set of KPIs proposed in the framework, we performed
semi-structured expert interviews among knowledge workers at our industrial part-
ner’s site to ensure the practical relevance of all indicators. The results are presented
in Table 2.2 being sub-divided into literature-based and expert interview-based KPIs
with some indicators induced from both sides.
The execution time of the complete process is expressed through the indicators Pro-
cessing Time, Waiting Time, and Planning Time. In an interaction process, for instance,
between a holding and a subsidiary, Waiting Time and Processing Time are considered
from the holding perspective: Processing Time is defined as the time the holding is
active. Such an activity is, for instance, the validation of the subsidiary’s planning
data. Waiting Time is defined as the time the holding is passive, e.g. it waits for a
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Buchsein et al. (2008)
Expert interviews
Kütz (2011)
Processing Time (PrT), Waiting Time 80% Resolution Time
Timeliness
(WaT), Planning Time (PlT) (ReT)
Completeness




Accuracy Absolute Percentage Error (APE)
Table 2.2.: KPI’s divided in the four data quality dimensions according to Section
2.2.1.
subsidiary’s response. Finally, Planning Time is defined as the sum of Processing and
Waiting Time. In addition to these straightforward KPIs extracted from literature, the
expert interviews suggested an indicator that documents the workload development
of knowledge workers both within subsidiaries and holding. The resulting 80% Reso-
lution Time represents the time interval between delivery deadline and the completion
of 80% of the considered subsidiary’s plan. Thereby, the 80% benchmark is a value
derived within the expert interviews. Furthermore, Kütz (2011) proposes the Number
of Cycles, that is the number of completed request/response cycles between holding
and subsidiary (i.e. one email from holding and subsidiary), to reflect data quality in
the sense of completeness and consistency.
The expert interviews revealed that data quality is likely to increase with the number
of validations. Since each validation causes communication activities, an increased
Number of Cycles is likely to highlight quality improvements. Based thereupon, we
defined the Number of Cycles as an indicator to be increased or at least to be kept
on a constant level. Beyond the documented number of iterations the Quantity of
Performed Validations itself can be determined to provide additional information (for
details about the performed validations refer to Section 3.5.4 and Martin and Blau
(2010)). Table 2.2 provides an overview of all KPIs mapped on the respective qual-
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ity dimension. Thereby, the above-described indicators measure the process-driven
improvement in the three dimensions timeliness, completeness, and consistency. For the
data-driven improvement we apply the straight forward indicator Absolute Percentage
Error, calculated as the percentage deviation between planned and actual amounts.
The detailed calculation description of all indicators will be given in Section 5.1 for
the APE and in Section 3.5 for the remaining values.
Although accuracy and APE is the metric that is oftentimes of utmost interest in prac-
tise, further measures are required to indicate the data quality during the data gen-
eration process. The main reasons are unpredictable events that can cause a high
plan-actual deviation although the planning process and the data quality were per-
fect. One first step towards this objectivity is the set of quality dimensions described
in the previous section. The next step and one main challenge of the further work is
to derive ex-ante quality indicator that evaluate data quality directly after generation
and benchmark them against existing ones.
2.3. Data Analyses
One goal of this thesis is the quality assessment beyond the well known ex-post
quality measure accuracy. To tackle the resulting challenges and to understand the
performed evaluations, knowledge of general data mining procedures is required as
they are described in the final related work Section 2.3.1. In addition to this general
data exploration approaches, Section 2.3.2 introduces two special data analyses tech-
niques. Beyond a detailed analyses of existing literature working on Benford’s Law,
the idea of weak planning efficiency, an approach mainly applied in macro-economic
analyses, is explained.
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2.3.1. Data Exploration
Similarly to the three stages introduced in Batini et al. (2009), the most challenging
part in data analysing and data mining projects is the documentation and data under-
standing part. Only with a deep knowledge of data and process structures in mind,
a successful decision support is possible. Thereby, data not only incorporates pro-
cess structures, but also reflects human behaviour within a planning process. Conse-
quently, one of the most important facts in data exploration projects is the imbalance
between preparation and data surveying as it is illustrated in Table 2.3 (close to Pyle
(1999)).
The preparation phase comprising of problem and solution exploration and imple-
mentation specification takes only 20% of the total time, however, it is of particular
success importance. Moreover, data preparation takes 60% of the time and provides
again high success importance. In contrast, surveying and modelling data takes 20%
of the time and consequently is of lower importance to success. Zhang et al. (2003)
support this crucial role of data preparation. The data base in large enterprises often
contains parts with low-quality data, e.g. incomplete data sets. This assessment is
also present in the field of data mining approaches.
A large body of research has been performed in last decades to identify the most
efficient data surveying and modelling techniques. For instance, Fu (2011) presents
an extensive overview of research on data mining in general including a structured
representation of existing time series analyses. One of their major conclusions is the
fundamental problem arising from the necessity for an uniform representation of the
time series from domains with heterogeneous dimensions. E.g. nearly continuous
time series for share values containing an almost infinite number of points in time
(dimensions) have to be handled as well as time series comprising of five plan items
as they are present in this work. The effort of handling this diversity led to an ex-
panding diversity of surveying and modelling techniques throughout the last years.
Besides dimensionality reduction, these techniques can be categorised into similarity





1. Exploring the problem 10
202. Exploring the solution 9








g a. Data preparation 60
80b. Data surveying 15
c. Data modelling 5
Table 2.3.: Percentage importance and duration of each stage in a data exploration
project based on Pyle (1999).
ing variety in the single part of time series clustering, Warren Liao (2005) provides a
characterisation of previous research in dependence of underlying data, applied simi-
larity measures, and application domains. In parallel, multiple approaches have been
developed to reduce the dimensionality of input data. Keogh et al. (2001) introduce a
performance optimized approach and benchmark it against three major dimension-
ality reduction methods. Meanwhile, Fu et al. (2008) present techniques specified
for the application in financial data. On a more abstract level, many initiatives have
been conducted to agree on a common base of techniques and common data input
structures (Grossman et al., 2002).
One further well-investigated research field applicable to detect systematic errors in
planning data are fraud detection metrics. Actually, systematic errors and fraud can
lead to the same remarkable data structures, for instance, extraordinary repetitions
of the same number. Numerous data mining techniques are applicable to detect such
patterns. Phua et al. (2010) collected the publications of the last ten years in auto-
mated fraud detection literature to derive a clustering of fraudsters on an organiza-
tional and motivational level within an enterprise. Besides the identification of the
most successful data mining methods in detecting fraud, the technical nature of data
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places again special needs on applicable data mining approaches. In addition to the
excellent general literature overview by Phua et al. (2010), many comparative stud-
ies of existing and introductions of newly developed data mining procedures can be
found. Bhattacharyya et al. (2011) compare the predictive quality and the efficiency of
support vector machines, random forecasts, and logistic regression in the domain of
financial credit card fraud. Fanning and Cogger (1998) introduce self-organizing Ar-
tificial Neural Networks to detect management fraud. In order to identify the charac-
teristics of managerial fraud, they evaluate the predictable strength of twenty publicly
available variables like, for instance, the existence of an audit committee. Going back
to the application domain of rolling financial planning, the analyses of plan revisions
can provide valuable knowledge. For instance, Yelland (2006) presents a comparative
study with the scope of stable seasonal pattern models to refine the incorporation of
weakly sales numbers in quarterly business plan updates.
Summing up, throughout all application domains heterogeneous data structures raise
technical challenges. In addition, understanding the human factor during a forecast-
ing process plays a key role in an improvement process (Bretschneider and Gorr,
1989). One metric assessing human and political planning behaviour based on data
revisions from one delivery to the next is the so called weak forecast efficiency (Nord-
haus, 1987). Simply the investigation of systematic up or down corrections and their
improvement with tools removing 50% of the positive revisions holds improvement
potential of nearly 10% (Fildes and Goodwin, 2008). Another set of methods to detect
anomalies mostly independent of the application domain and data specific technical
challenges are digital analyses based on Benford’s Law first introduced by Nigrini
and Mittermaier (1997). Like all previously described data analyses techniques, weak
forecast efficiency and conformance with Benford’s Law found their way into a mul-
titude of different applications. However, none of them has been introduced to cor-
porate financial planning data. One reason might be the complex data structure of




Nevertheless, a successful extraction of planning patterns and the improvement in
financial planning data requires the extraction of extensive knowledge about data
structures and their understanding. To cope with the arising challenges, we introduce
the two metrics with low requirements for underlying data – weak forecast efficiency
and conformance with Benford’s Law – to financial planning data and analyse the
influence of different dimensions in the next section.
2.3.2. Candidate Metrics and Benford’s Law
One of the main contributions of this work is the introduction of Benford’s Law to
financial planning data. Consequently, we have to prove its general applicability in
the domain of financial planning.
The digital phenomenon today known as Benford’s Law or the significant digit law
was initially discovered and described by Newcomb (1881). Benford (1938) found the
first empirical evidence for it. The heterogeneous data underlying his studies ranged
from numbers on newspaper covers to physical constants. Contrary to intuition, Ben-
ford spotted that the digits of these numbers are not uniformly distributed but rather
follow a logarithmic distribution. The probability Pi (j) for each digit j in position i
of a number can be calculated as follows (for i ∈ {1,2}):















Besides the striking distribution for i ∈ {1,2}, Table 2.4 also depicts the probabilities
of the third and forth position to illustrate the approximation towards an uniform
distribution for higher digit positions (Nigrini and Mittermaier, 1997). For an in-
tuitive explanation of the above-described phenomenon, please refer to Drake and
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Nigrini (2000) and Durtschi et al. (2004). As shown by, for instance, Carslaw (1988)
and Nigrini and Mittermaier (1997), Benford-style analyses can also be made for the
combination of two digits.
Hill (1995) proved that Benford’s Law follows a systematic statistical behaviour: since
data distributions in nature are usually random samples taken from random distribu-
tions and joined afterwards, they converge to the logarithmic distribution as shown
in Equations 2.1 and 2.2. Based on that, Nigrini (2000) derived three criteria to decide
whether a data sample is likely to comply with Benford’s Law:
1. The numbers should describe the relative sizes of similar phenomena,
2. The numbers should have no fixed upper and lower boundaries, and
3. The numbers should not be systematically created and assigned, as, for instance,
ID-numbers.
For high quality financial planning data these criteria are generally fulfilled. To be
of great value financial planning data must at any point in time include all rele-
vant information. This information is highly heterogeneous and occurs randomly.
Based thereupon, companies can calculate expected invoices and cash flows. Hence,
the resulting financial planning numbers are random themselves as they are based
on different data sources with different random distributions (Hill, 1995). With this
ideal data generation process in mind, all numbers included in a set of high qual-
ity financial planning data are 1. cash-related (same phenomenon), have 2. no
pre-fixed boundaries and 3. are not created systematically. Furthermore, Pinkham
(1961) showed the scale invariance of Benford’s Law, e.g. heterogeneous currencies
as present in financial planning tasks should not influence the data’s conformity to
the expected distribution. Importantly, the above-mentioned criteria are necessary
but not sufficient. Therefore, statistical analyses of relevant and representative data
are still indispensable to ultimately test whether financial planning numbers satisfy




P1(j) P2(j) P3(j) P4(j)j
0 n/a 11.968% 10.178% 10.018%
1 30.103% 11.389% 10.138% 10.014%
2 17.609% 10.882% 10.097% 10.010%
3 12.494% 10.433% 10.057% 10.006%
4 9.691% 10.031% 10.018% 10.002%
5 7.918% 9.668% 9.979% 9.998%
6 6.695% 9.337% 9.940% 9.994%
7 5.799% 9.035% 9.902% 9.990%
8 5.115% 8.757% 9.864% 8.986%
9 4.576% 8.500% 9.827% 9.982%
Table 2.4.: Digit distribution in first to forth position in "naturally occurring"
numbers according to Benford’s Law (Benford, 1938; Nigrini and Mit-
termaier, 1997).
Up to date, the significant digit law made its way into numerous different domains
and fields of application. In the end, Benford (1938) initiated an entirely new field
of analyses which can be roughly categorized into two groups. Besides papers that
provide additional mathematical insights and theoretical evidence for Benford’s Law,
(for instance Hill (1995)), researchers have dealt with its application to different kinds
of data sets. Moreover, academia has brought forth a respectable body of empirical
work that presents applications of Benford’s Law, mostly to detect anomalies and
fraud in data. Nigrini and Mittermaier (1997) define such a digital analysis as "the
analysis of digit and number patterns with the objective of detecting abnormal recur-
rences of digits, digit combinations and specific numbers".
The conformity of data to Benford’s Law has been shown for a couple of domains:
for instance, Diekmann (2007) examines the digit distribution in statistical regression
coefficients published in scientific literature. However, most work has been done in
the field of accounting data. Carslaw (1988) and Thomas (1989) proved that reported
earning satisfy Benford’s Law; Nigrini (1996) detected conformity to Benford’s Law
in tax payments. Due to the development of digital analyses and mathematical inves-
tigations, scholar’s conclusions on the practical relevance of Benford’s Law are quite
different. While earlier work, with Raimi (1976) being named as a representative, calls
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the observations "a curious mathematical phenomenon", more recent publications are
aware of the value of Benford’s results: Hill (1998) argues that digital analyses have a
big impact on daily accounting business.
Benford’s Law’s worth for detecting errors and systematic procedures started with its
application to accounting purposes. Based on deviations from the expected Benford
distribution, Carslaw (1988) found evidence for systematically rounded up numbers
in reported earnings of companies in New Zealand. Thomas (1989) backed up this
finding with data from American companies. In addition, he found a systematic
rounding down behaviour for reported losses. Checking available tax data against
Benford’s Law, Nigrini (1996) detected systematic mistakes in tax payments. Based
thereupon, Nigrini and Mittermaier (1997) developed and evaluated a standardized
set of procedures to analyze huge data sets through different kinds of digit distribu-
tions. Krakar and Zgela (2009) apply digital analyses to foreign payments in banking
transfers. During the last decade, the continuous development of digital analyses and
data mining techniques in general has been accompanied by a continuous growth of
available data in all business areas. As stated by Rezaee et al. (2002), this develop-
ment requires new auditing structures and systems providing continuous auditing
procedures. Suggesting continuous auditing based on digital analyses, Nigrini (2000)
points to the same direction.
We pick up these arguments by laying the foundation for efficient auditing systems
to ex-ante validate financial planning, e.g. forecast data. This foundation is reflected
in the assessment of financial planning data: as mentioned above, to date it has not
been proven whether numbers from this domain satisfy Benford’s Law or not, though
the necessary criteria are met. Based on a large set of representative empirical data
we show that the digit distribution in financial planning data is conform to Benford’s
Law. In addition, we conduct more detailed analyses of clustered data in order to evi-
dence the suitability of digital analyses for quality improvement measures integrated
into automated decision support services as a part of business intelligence systems
(cp. Chapter 4). Finally and most striking, we show the ability of Benford’s Law to
indicate data accuracy (cp. Chapter 5).
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To elaborate additional characteristics and to extend the applicable procedures, we
introduce the additional quality metric weak planning data efficiency. Later on, we cor-
relate the two of them. Data efficiency can be measured when a forecast for one spe-
cific outcome i is done repeatedly using forecast revisions, calculated as the difference
between two consecutive forecasts:
revi,t = forecasti,t − forecasti,t−1. (2.3)
The best possible forecast incorporates all available information at time t. However,
we cannot test if forecasts fulfil this requirement and if all information is included at
any time. But what we can do anyway is to test whether the revision process follows
predictable patterns or not. If we observe predictable patterns, it does indicate that
the revisions are not fully rational and could be improved.
In the forecasting literature Nordhaus (1987) introduced the concept of weak-form
forecast efficiency. Weak-form efficiency requires that forecast revisions and errors are
uncorrelated with past forecast revisions and errors (otherwise, errors and revisions
would be predictable). Expressed differently, revisions and errors should follow a
random walk. Furthermore, he proposed the following OLS regression, to test for
weak-form planning efficiency:
revi,t = α ∗ revi,t−1 + ε. (2.4)
If the estimate α is close to zero, revisions are not (linear) predictable by preceding
revisions. If one of the estimates is significantly different from zero, the forecast re-
visions would not follow a random walk and one could assume a bias. Analogously
to Benford’s Law, weak- form forecast efficiency is a common concept applied to test
the rationality of macro-economic forecasters with respect to different dimensions.
Fildes and Stekler (2002) analyse the current state of the art in efficiency research com-
pared to alternative time series models. Based on analyses of historical US and UK
forecasts they detect shortcomings in the application of the weak efficiency approach
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and conclude with areas holding the largest potential for improvement. Schuh (2001)
presents a detailed analyses of under- and over-prediction of multiple indicators such
as unemployment and inflation to find out whether some forecasters generate a better
forecast than others. In contrast, Batchelor (2007) elaborates cross-country differences
on the level of forecast efficiency. To generalize the previous findings, Lux (2009) de-
rives a framework to model a collective decision process reflecting social dynamics
in stochastic processes. Finally, all authors find evidence for inefficiencies in macro-






Corporate Financial Planning Redesign –
A Case Study
The optimization of financial planning processes contains multiple steps, whereby
the fundamental first step is the optimization of the underlying planning process
structure. Since such processes are of high relevance for the daily business, it is rea-
sonable to apply a redesign model that meets the special requirements in this ap-
plication domain, for instance, flexibility. The redesign presentation in this chapter
starts with a problem description in Section 3.1, including a motivating example and
a formalized representation of the state of the art redesign goals in literature. Section
3.2 presents the detailed description of an appropriate redesign model, containing a
design-science based derivation of the model and a qualitative evaluation through
predefined requirements. The following three Sections 3.3 to 3.5 present the case
study structured into the redesign model application in Section 3.3, a service-oriented
implementation of the predefined services in an IS (3.4), and finally the results in Sec-
tion 3.5 evaluating the effects through the implementation.
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3.1. Problem Statement
Semi-structured processes in general as well as the financial data transmission and
interaction process focused on in this thesis are often-times driven by historically
grown organizational characteristics in multinational enterprises. Due to the variety
of process characteristics, the process redesign and optimization in processes with
numerous workflow patterns is highly complex (Seidel, 2009). To date, literature as
presented in Section 2.2 has put forth a large body of models and frameworks that
tackle the measurement and classification of routines in processes and, hence, en-
able the classification of semi-structured processes and process redesign in general.
Yet, they are all of theoretical nature and hardly provide hands-on advice for flexible
redesign necessary in practical applications (Martin et al., 2011). To address this re-
search gap and to equip practitioners with a flexible redesign model, the following
sections propose a objective-based process redesign model. It is an approach for semi-
structured, non-standardized processes, which inherits both aspects from WFMS and
case handling and integrates the idea of sequential patterns.
3.1.1. Motivating Example
In this subsection, we exemplary describe the above-mentioned challenges at con-
crete instantiation of a semi-structured process: the data transmission and interaction
process as a part of the corporate financial planning within our industrial partner. It is
depicted in Figure 3.1 as it looked like before redesign. Although the illustration looks
structured, it represents a semi-structured process since it is an idealized and aggre-
gated representation of underlying workflows. Actually, the behaviour of all human
participants strongly depends on personal preferences. For the graphical illustration
we use the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN), which has become the de
facto standard in academic and practice communities for business process modelling
(Recker, 2010; Wohed et al., 2006). Furthermore, BPMN meets our requirements in
















































































































Figure 3.1.: Traditional data transmission and interaction process during financial
planning within the industrial partner.
The process comprises of three pools representing local legal entity (subsidiary), gate-
way (enterprise portal) and central management (holding). Generally, the gateway
could also be email communication in the most simple case or an IS in an advanced
stage of redesign. The holding pool is again divided into three swim lanes. Activi-
ties in the lower two swim lanes are performed mainly with spreadsheet applications
for data processing and monitoring. The upper swim lane represents manual pro-
cess elements performed by knowledge workers in the holding company and is one
source of unstructuredness: order and number of repetitions for all tasks depend on
the respective knowledge worker.
The depicted process starts with the subsidiary sending financial planning data to
the holding through the portal. This upload includes an automated validation re-
garding the structure of the delivered data. If successful, it initiates an upload no-
tification in form of emails for both parties, that again initiates a detailed content
validation on holding side. Meanwhile, the subsidiary’s process has to wait for the
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result of the check performed by the holding company. The validation has to be car-
ried out manually by a financial planner: (i) the financial plan is imported into the
check-spreadsheet, (ii) the information is extracted from the portal and a monitoring-
spreadsheet, and (iii) the validation results are documented in the corresponding
monitoring spreadsheet and communicated to the subsidiary. In the following, the
subsidiary has two options: to correct mistakes that caused the results or to enter
comments if there are special issues reasonable for the results. Comments can be
transmitted in an email; corrections in the financial plan data lead to a new upload
and validation. This process part is another source for unstructuredness: kind of data
generation and number of participants strongly depend on organizational structures
within the subsidiary. Yet, if the data causes no results within the validation on the
holding side and/or the comments are valid, the subsidiary gets informed by the
holding and the process is finished.
Even in this simple example, standardization and automation as they are quoted in
the following section hold strong potential for improvement: an automated imple-
mentation of the validation and monitoring tasks in the portal would eliminate wait-
ing and processing times and reduce the number of participants. Manual tasks are
often complex and very time consuming. They are difficult to communicate to col-
leagues and they hold a high potential for errors. Furthermore, an increased process
integration would lead to an uniform data standard and provide organizational struc-
tures necessary for integrating the results of the data analyses in later chapters.
3.1.2. Redesign Goals
Although the redesign approaches described in Section 2.1 differ a lot in their appli-
cation scenario, they offer multiple recurring criteria for an efficient process. In the
context of a newly developed redesign approach these criteria can be applied as re-
design goals to provide a theoretical backbone: Reijers and Limanmansar (2005) try
to get rid of (i) unnecessary tasks, (ii) reduce contact and (iii) reduce waiting times.
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Moreover, Redman (1995) presents solutions focused on (iv) task automation. In ad-
dition, data completeness in particular and data quality in general often depend on
the process integration level. Therefore, van der Aalst and Weske (2001) as well as
Davenport et al. (2004) claim the need for an increase of the (v) level of integration.
Finally, Balasubramanian and Gupta (2005) present a structural metric for business
processes containing most of the above-mentioned objectives. We denote the com-
plete set of m = 5 objectives as O = {Oi|i= 1, ...,m}. To expand the focus on data
quality, Table 3.1 presents the link between the above-described five objectives and
the four data dimensions relevant for this work (cp. Section 2.2 for a detailed data
quality description). Therein, X indicates a positive influence of the objective on the
respective quality dimension in a correct redesign application.
In this vein, increased automation can result in reduced timeliness and increased com-
pleteness and consistency, for instance, through the implementation of consistency and
completeness validations as they are described in Martin and Blau (2010). The same
relationship is true for integration eliminating system brakes and reduce waiting times.
In contrast, the effects of eliminate unnecessary tasks and reduce contact are focussed on
reduced time effort. Finally, all objectives are expected to increase data accuracy as
the overall goal on the long run.
3.2. Objectives-Based Process Redesign Formalization
The redesign model presented in this section is a design science artefact and is part of
the overall Business Process Redesign Framework derived in this chapter. This frame-
work is based on the necessity shown in Section 3.1.1 along with the fundamental
objectives in business process redesign (3.1.2). It comprises of the seven guidelines
to be followed when pursuing a design science approach as introduced by Hevner
et al. (2004). Consequently, the structure of this section is based on these design sci-
ence guidelines. The first subsection presents the guideline “design as an artefact”
in detail as the focus of this work is put on a model of redesigning semi-structured
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Timeliness Completeness Consistency Accuracy
Automation X X X X
Integration X X X X
Reduce








Table 3.1.: Dependency between redesign objectives O and the data quality di-
mensions.
processes. Within this section, we apply the stages and activities of a business process
redesign as presented and evaluated by Kettinger et al. (1997). The remaining design
guidelines postulated in Hevner et al. (2004) complete the Business Process Redesign
Framework in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1. Redesign Requirements
The previous section introduced the necessity for an alternative redesign model and
summarized the state of the art objectives in literature. Based upon this groundwork
it is now possible to derive requirements posed to a redesign approach answering RQ
1.1 (How should a theoretically based process redesign model that combines standardization
and flexibility be designed to assure practical relevance?).
Consequently, this section provides a formalization to strengthen practical and theo-
retical relevance of the developed business process redesign model. We measure the
achievement of these two goals based on the fulfilment of a set of n= 6 requirements
R= {Ri|i= 1, ...,n}. These requirements can be described as follows:
R1 Objective conformity: if possible within the constraints of the specific domain, the
procedure must be able to realize all defined objectives O.
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R2 Structured model: the structure of the presented model should follow an accepted
framework to support its research rigour.
R3 Profound design methodology: “the fundamental principles of design science re-
search [...] are acquired in the building and application of an artefact” (Hevner
et al. (2004)).
R4 Flexibility: the realization of objectives fractions O ⊂O must be possible.
R5 Simplicity of application: a clear communication along with a structured represen-
tation of the model guarantee a simple application.
R6 Applicable in Information System Design: relevant redesign models must support
the integration of existing processes into IS.
The requirements R1 − R3 in combination support research rigour and hence theo-
retical relevance of the redesign model. They reflect the state of the art in business
process redesign (objectives in Section 3.1.2) and a profound methodology. In ad-
dition, the requirements R4 −R6 aim at flexibility and appropriateness for practical
application as it is claimed in Section 3.1.1. In total, the requirements R fulfilment
ensures an innovative redesign model. The derivation of such a redesign model in
the following section is embedded into a design science framework along with the
evaluation in the following chapter.
Hevner et al. denote design science as a problem solving process in which knowl-
edge and understanding of a problem “and its solution are acquired in the building
and application of an [IT] artefact” (Hevner et al., 2004). According to Hevner et al.
(2004) and Walls et al. (1992), the definition of an IT artefact includes “not only instan-
tiations [...] of the IT artefact but also the constructs, models, and methods applied
in the development and use of information systems”. Furthermore, Tsichritzis (1997)
and Denning (1997) denote an IT artefact as innovations that define the idea, prac-
tices, technical capabilities, and products that are enabling the effective and efficient
analysis, conceptualization, and utilization of information systems. In this vein, the
redesign framework in this work contains an instantiation in Chapter 3 and the un-
derlying model in the following section.
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3.2.2. Design as an Artefact: The Redesign Model
The redesign model follows the stage-activity framework for business process reengi-
neering as introduced by Kettinger et al. (1997). Their empirically derived work pro-
vides an enhancement of earlier fundamental work presented by Davenport (1993)
and Grover et al. (1995) which includes a comprehensive survey of commonly used
business process reengineering techniques and tools both from academia and busi-
ness. The stage-activity framework for business process reengineering is composed
of six stages of which our redesign model inherits five steps as detailedly shown in
the remainder of this section. The evaluation stage was removed here since it matches
the correspondent design guideline described in Section 3.2.2.
Stage 1 - Envision: each redesign project begins with the commitment and decision
of the management. Redesign opportunities are discovered, suitable IT-related levers
are identified and the targeted process is selected (Kettinger et al., 1997). In Section
3.1, we already introduced a motivating example for our redesign model’s applica-
tion. Analogously to this example, the redesign model is designed for semi-structured
processes, which are non-deterministic sequences of activities: a semi-structured pro-
cess is somewhere in between of ad-hoc and structured processes (Dustdar and Gall,
2003). Managing semi-structured processes requires a high level of flexibility, since
they are not fully standardised, however, bring along a higher degree of structure
than an ad-hoc process. The latter allows for the application of known activities,
tools, and methodologies, yet requires a dedicated consideration of “fuzziness” (cf.
Requirement R2).
Stage 2 - Initiate: having identified and selected the field of application and the pro-
cess to be changed, it is necessary to plan the redesign in detail and to define per-
formance goals by analysing and determining the redesign requirements (Kettinger
et al., 1997; Balasubramanian and Gupta, 2005). In the redesign model, the determina-
tion of performance goals (functional and non-functional) for the identified artefacts
is defined by the set of objectives O as a structured representation of the general op-
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timisation measures listed in Section 3.1.2. Hence, integrating the most fundamental
general issues mentioned in literature leads to m = 5 objectives that need to be con-
sidered in (semi-structured) business process redesign.
Stage 3 - Diagnose: the initial state of the process including its sub-processes has to
be documented prior to redesign (at time t = 0). We index the sequential redesign
steps by t ∈ N. Let D denote the domain of the process containing all process re-
lated information such as process attributes, resources, communication, roles, and IT
(Kettinger et al., 1997). D is the only static documentation element since the domain
cannot be changed by redesign steps (i.e. the domain sets the overall scope of the
process). Based on D, our redesign model identifies two basic concepts to document
the process state at each time t: the constraints Ct of the domain D and the shortcom-
ings St of the process. An example for a constraint is a limited automation degree
that allows only for a few automated tasks during process runtime. C0 denotes the
initial set of limiting characteristics of the domain D. All sets of constraints Ct with
t > 0 are subsets of C0. Ct impacts the process Pt at step t. These dependencies can be
represented as mappings:
C : D −→ C0, (3.1)
P : Ct −→ Pt, t≥ 0. (3.2)
Deriving the initial set of shortcomings St includes, first, the domain-specific process
Pt, and, second, the general set of objectives O (cf. Stage 2 - Initiate). The set of
shortcomings St can be formalized as a mapping:
S : (Pt,O) −→ St. (3.3)
In a nutshell, stage 3 is based on D and consists of the derivation of process spe-
cific shortcomings S0 (the instantiations of the objectives O not fulfilled in the initial
process P0), and the constraints Ct. To exemplify the instantiation, we assume that
there are three system brakes in P0. In this case, S0 contains 3 different shortcomings
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of the class O4 = process integration. In the following stage of our redesign model,
we present an algorithm that deals with the documented shortcomings based on a
stepwise constraint relaxation.
Stage 4 - Redesign: in stage 4 the actual redesign takes place. This stage of our re-
design model is iterative and repeats along with the reconstruction stage 5. Each
iteration is called a redesign step and the first step is indexed by t = 1 since t = 0 de-
fines the status quo. Within each redesign step twe start by reducing and simplifying
respectively the subset of constraints to Ct ⊆ C0. We assume that some of the con-
straints C0 can be deleted or at least formulated less restrictively (e.g. because of
current technical developments we can automate some process parts which were not
automated at t= 0). According to the Equations (3.2) and (3.3), the reduced constraint
set Ct leads to a new process Pt and a new set of shortcomings St. Each redesign step
t is successful, if St 6= St−1 holds. The redesign iteration will be stopped as soon as
Ct = Ct−1 at a certain time t (i.e. the set of constraints cannot be reduced or simpli-
fied any more). We denote the index of the last executed redesign step by T . The
algorithm including the exit condition is depicted in the following:
1: bool terminated = false;
2: int t = 0;
3: List<ConstraintSet> C = new List();
4: List<Process> P = new List();
5: List<ShortcomingSet> S = new List();





11: C(t+1) = relaxC(t);
12: if (C(t+1) == C(t));
13: then terminated = true;
14: t = t + 1;
15: end while
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Executing this algorithm, we get an optimal process PT with respect to the constraints
CT . The lists defined in rows (3) to (5) contain a documentation of the processed re-
design steps, starting with the status quo in position 0. With kt denoting the car-







sit|i= 1, ..., lt)
}
.
Stage 5 - Reconstruct: the reconstruction consists of the realisation of the new pro-
cess and its implementation in supporting IT-systems. As mentioned above, stage
5 forms the iteratively executed redesign step together with stage 4. However, only
the implementing of a successful redesign, that is, the redesigned process has at least
one shortcoming less (St < St−1), generates benefit. Consequently, non-successful re-
design steps only contain stage 4.
3.2.3. Fulfilment of further Design Science Guidelines
After introducing Design as an Artefact as central design guideline to this work, the
remaining design guidelines as proposed by Hevner et al. (2004) are summarized
and mapped to our Business Process Redesign Framework in the following.
Problem relevance: the overall goal of design science research is not only to provide
profound methodology, but also to develop technology-based solutions to relevant,
that is, important business problems (Hevner et al., 2004). Continuously growing and
changing multinational companies oftentimes struggle with heterogeneous degrees
of standardization (Martin et al., 2011). Especially in case of redesigning business
processes that have been historically grown over decades, the requirement of han-
dling semi-structured processes is central. The crucial issue in practice and in theory
is the integration of new processes into existing IS (Martin et al., 2011). In Section 3.1,
we defined the challenges of such a procedure as requirements for the Business Pro-
cess Redesign Framework. Still, academic literature does not provide a flexible tool,
or framework, to handle such issues. The lack of standardization hampers the appli-
cation of WFMS (van der Aalst et al., 2005), yet, proposed case handling approaches
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such as Löffeler et al. (1998) exhibit the major shortcoming of supporting the automa-
tion of tasks. Thus, the framework presented in this work can be rated both relevant
in terms of business applicability and novelty.
Design Evaluation: Hevner et al. (2004) list different possible ways of performing an
evaluation. In the previous section, we presented a general model for the redesign
of semi-structured processes. In order to abstractly show that the redesign model
fulfils the requirements stated in Section 3.2.1, Table 3.2 presents a brief explanation
of the fulfilment and hence provides a qualitative evaluation. An instantiation of the
redesign model as a design artefact adapted to a concrete use case is evaluated in
Section 3.5.
Research Contributions: the research contribution is closely linked to the relevance
of the redesign model. As above-mentioned, our model extends the present state
of research by providing a defined procedure to tackle the ever-important issue of
redesigning business processes in historically grown (IS) environments without lim-
itations due to the processes’ level of structuredness. The model is defined along a
checklist that assures its theoretical and practical relevance (cf. requirements R). As
a contribution to academia, our redesign model yields (i) the problem representation
in the diagnose step, (ii) the solution representation in the redesign step, and finally
(iii) the design algorithm in the redesign step.
Research Rigour: design science is always a trade off between rigour and relevance
(Hevner et al., 2004). As above-stated, our redesign model yields at a technique with
high practical relevance. Nevertheless, a certain level of research rigour is achieved
by thoroughly applying the well-established design science methodology by Hevner
et al. (2004), with the stage-activity framework by Kettinger et al. (1997) as an embed-
ded methodology to produce the design artefact.
Design as a Search Process: design science is also said to be an iterative approach
that eventually satisfies the set requirements subject to the laws that constrain the
problem environment (Hevner et al., 2004). Initially, the constraints as introduced
in Stage 3 - Diagnose of Section 3.2.1 are restrictive. In several iteration steps, the
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Assuming that it is possible to get rid of all constraints
R1 (C3 = { } , t= T = 3), the technique generates a redesigned process
that fulfils all objectives O (Figure 3.4).
The redesign model is embedded into a Business Process Redesign
R2 Framework that follows universally accepted design science methodology
by Hevner et al. (2004).
R3
The redesign model itself fits into the stage activity framework
presented by Kettinger et al. (1997).
Each redesign step realizes fractions of the objectives (cp. also Section 3.3.3)
R4 in abolishing shortcomings. The flexibility results from the ability of the
redesign model to stop redesign at any time t and the flexible fraction size.
R5
The structured knowledge representation (O) along with the
algorithmic description of the model support applicability.
The automation focus of the technique together with the representation of
R6 the domain in its constraints C0 supports a stepwise service-oriented
IS implementation (cp. also Section 3.4).
Table 3.2.: Evaluation of technique completeness based on the fulfilment of the
requirements derived in Section 3.2.1.
constraints are relaxed, allowing for new automation steps. It is likely that some hard
constraints given by the application domain remain in the final, redesigned process,
thereby restricting the objectives. Yet, the redesign and reconstruct steps as above-
described allow for a stepwise and flexible elimination of the shortcomings tailored
to the environment of the problem and its constraints.
Communication of Research: the result of design science research shall be
made available for both a technology-oriented and management-oriented audience
(Hevner et al., 2004). We present sufficient details to allow an implementation of the
framework in an appropriate application context (technology orientation Martin et al.
(2011)) as well as the motivation why organizational resources should be committed
to use the Business Process Redesign Framework in practice (management orienta-
tion Martin et al. (2011)).
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3.3. Preliminary Stages
The case study presented in this section is the result of applying the redesign model
from Section 3.2.1 to the semi-structured financial data integration process at our in-
dustrial partner. Consequently, it contains each of the six stages, whereby stage one
(Envision) to four (Redesign) of the model are contained in this section. The detailed
description of stages five (Reconstruct) and six (Evaluation) follow separately in Sec-
tion 3.5.
3.3.1. Envision and Initiate
This section firstly defines the concrete instantiation of the process that is subject to
redesign: the financial planning data transmission process as it has been described in
detail in Section 3.1.1 and depicted in 3.1. The following sections develop multiple
redesign steps based on this traditional version of the process.
Secondly, with the decision for one target process in mind it is necessary to define
redesign goals and indicators measuring changes. These are mainly the general ob-
jectivesO defining the non-functional redesign goals that we follow in our case study
(cp. 3.1.2). In addition, the documentation of the redesign success in the next chap-
ter for the three dimensions timeliness, completeness and consistency is based on the set
of key performance indicators introduced in Section 2.2.2 and summarized in Table
2.2.
3.3.2. Diagnose
The Diagnose stage starts the redesign process in redesign step t = 0 with the docu-
mentation of the domain characteristics in the initial set of constraintC0 (cp. Equation
3.1) and set of shortcoming S0 (cp. Equation 3.3). For the reader’s convenience and for
a structured procedure representation, the description refers to the respective rows of
the algorithm in Section 3.2.1.
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Redesign step t = 0: the documentation of the status quo leads to the set of con-
straints listed in Table 3.3 (row 6). The constraints c10 − c40 reflect the low degree of IT
support resulting in multiple manual tasks. c50 arises within an multinational com-
pany having historically grown and heterogeneous processes. The instructions from
the central management are mainly restricted to the process output with the con-
sequence of autonomous black box processes within the subsidiaries. In total, the
constraints result in the traditional process as it is depicted in Figure 3.1. Applying
the objectives O to this process (row 9) results in l0 = 28 shortcomings, again listed
in Table 3.3. Each si0 is driven by exactly one objective oi but each objective oi can
cause multiple shortcomings si0. For instance, the objective o4 task automation results
in the shortcomings manual result communication (s10), manual data validation (s50), man-
ual comment validation (s90), manual monitoring (s130 ), manual send data (s160 ), and manual
planning data generation (s230 ). Furthermore, with a decreasing number of constraints,
the number of shortcomings caused by each objective decreases simultaneously.
3.3.3. Redesign
Each of the further redesign steps require the relaxation of constraints. Consequently,
the reduction of constraints is one central assumption of this redesign model. How-
ever, the application domain could cause constraints that cannot be relaxed. The
stepwise reduction of the constraints can be observed in Table 3.3.
Redesign step t = 1: this redesign step starts by checking the termination condition
(row 12). We assume that the data validation and the communication of the results
can be automated (c20 and c30). Thus, our relaxation is successful and the redesign
does not terminate. The remaining k1 = 3 constraints result in the process depicted
in Figure 3.2. Therein, the set of shortcomings S0 is reduced. E.g., the remaining
shortcomings caused by objective o4 are: manual comment validation (s11), manual mon-
itoring (s51), manual send data (s81), and manual planning data generation (s131 ). Due to
this strong decrease of the shortcomings the constraints c20 and c30 were chosen to be
relaxed. Hence, for a successful application of the redesign model, it is inevitable to
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Redesign step Specifier Cardinality Components
(t) (Ct/St) (kt/lt)
(
cit ∈ Ct/sit ∈ St
)
t= 0
C0 k0 = 5
c10 manual comment validation,
c20 manual data validation,
c30 manual communication,
c40 manual monitoring,
c50 autonomous subsidiary process.
S0 l0 = 28
s10 to s
4
0 manual result communication,
s50 to s
8
0 manual data validation,
s90 to s
12






0 manual send data,
s190 and s
20
0 system brake data validation,
s210 and s
22
0 system brake monitoring,
s230 and s
26
0 manual planning data generation,
s270 and s
28
0 system brake data upload.
t= 1
C1 k1 = 3
c11 manual comment validation,
c21 manual monitoring,
c31 autonomous subsidiary process.
S1 l1 = 18
s11 to s
4






1 manual send data,
s111 and s
12
1 system brake monitoring,
s131 and s
16
1 manual planing data generation,
s171 and s
18
1 system brake data upload.
t= 2
C2 k2 = 2
c12 manual comment validation,
c22 autonomous subsidiary process.
S2 l2 = 13
s12 to s
4
2 manual comment validation,
s52 and s
7
2 manual send data,
s82 and s
11
2 manual planing data generation,
s122 and s
13
2 system brake data upload.
t= T = 3 C3 k3 = 0 ∅
S3 l3 = 0 ∅
Table 3.3.: Development of process characteristics Ct and St during algorithms
completion time T .
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Figure 3.2.: Data transmission and interaction in financial planning after redesign
step t= 1.
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predict the benefits that arise from the relaxation of constraints. In doing so, even a
semi-optimal process as it is depicted in Figure 3.2 will result in reduced effort. For
instance, the automated validation in the holding process reduces costly knowledge
worker resources. Moreover, manual data transfers between the enterprise portal and
the spreadsheet application with a high potential error rate will be abolished. Alto-
gether, the automation of the data validation promises to solve these shortcomings
and therefore it is of high interest to automate such a task.
Redesign step t= 2: analogous to redesign step t= 1, the termination condition (row
12) is not hit. The further reduction of the constraints (cp. Table 3.3) allows for the
automation of monitoring. This increases the process integration and abolishes an-
other system brake. Considering again the shortcomings caused by objective o4, only
manual comment validation (s12), manual send data (s52), and manual planning data gener-
ation (s122 ) are left. The resulting process is depicted in Figure 3.3. Therein, the data
delivery process is completely automated including the data upload, the comment
validation and the confirmations for both, the subsidiary and the holding. Further-
more, the enterprise portal also includes a continuous, detailed monitoring that offers
real-time information about each aspect of the corporate financial planning process.
Redesign step t = T = 3: the remaining constraints c12 − c32 are very hard to relax
due to the heterogeneous structure of the subsidiaries within our industrial partner.
Nevertheless, for the sake of effectiveness and to demonstrate the completeness of the
redesign model, we assume that they could be relaxed. In such an optimal scenario,
the process would be entirely automated as it is depicted in Figure 3.4. Hence, the
subsidiary would receive the results of the validations immediately after sending the
data. All time-consuming tasks would be carried out in the enterprise portal and it
would not be necessary to export data to another software application. Comparing
the original process in Figure 3.1 with the optimized version in Figure 3.4, shows that
all system breaks have vanished. Furthermore, at the end of this redesign step the
process fulfils all objectives and it holds C3 = ∅. Thus, no further constraint relaxation
is possible and the algorithm terminates (row 13).
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Figure 3.4.: Data transmission and interaction in financial planning after redesign
step t= T = 3.
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Altogether, the Redesign Model proposes at least 3 groups of tasks for automation
and integration into the enterprise portal. As mentioned during the motivation of this
thesis in Chapter 1, such enterprise portals usually are designed as IS. Consequently,
this separation into granular groups of tasks strongly supports their service-oriented
implementation in an IS as it will be presented in Section 3.4. The implementation of
at least one of the presented services instantiates the respective reconstruct step. The
final evaluation Section 3.5 in this chapter presents the results of the current recon-
struct stage with the implementation of an Upload and Validation Service.
3.4. Technical Implementation & Redesign Status
The application of our redesign model for the given financial planning process results
in different redesign steps as described in Section 3.3. The realization of these re-
design steps requires the implementation of six generalised de-coupled service units,
which are shown in Figure 3.5. These services can briefly be explained as follows:
A Upload and Validation Service, which serves two purposes: firstly, it enables the
upload of financial reports (preformatted Microsoft Excel sheets) to the holding’s re-
port management system. Secondly, it facilitates the interactive validation of financial
reports on-demand by a subsidiary. Hence subsidiaries can validate their reports be-
fore supplying them to the holding. Once a subsidiary has a valid report they may
then upload it to the holding’s report management system. However, as financial
reports are typically complicated and whilst many aspects can be validated in an au-
tomated manner, there are often specific details that require additional explanation.
A common example is a positive tax deduction, which could be due to a tax rebate.
Therefore, many subsidiaries also upload reports that fail the validation process for
one or more reasons. Such circumstances require additional meta-information (com-
ments) to be provided by the subsidiary.
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The Comment Management Service, therefore provides exactly this capability. This
may be a set of standard reasons, or when there is no default answer set, free text is
supplied by the subsidiary in the form of a comment.
The Rule Engine, is fairly self explanatory. A database stores the set of validation
rules for the reports, and defines which comment sets relate to specific validation
errors. The rule engine then enacts the rule set to performance the validation process,
and afterwards, where relevant, determines which comment sets are of interest for
the identified validation errors.
The Management Service acts as the access point for the holding’s financial man-
agement team, and provides the capability for the holding to administrate financial
reports and collect basic data, such as total cash flow and other financial key perfor-
mance indicators. The administration of financial reports, in this context, means the
ability of accounting staff to access reports, validation results and associated com-
ments.
The Monitoring Services provide the ability for the holding to track the interaction
and progress of subsidiaries within the financial planning service. Specifically, they
enable the tracking of comment resolution, such that the holding’s financial planners
can follow a comment exchange, which may result in a revalidation process, and steer
a subsidiary towards a successfully validated and submitted report on time. The
Monitoring Services not only monitor the progress through each step of the service
chain, but also provide real usage data that we can use to evaluate the effectiveness
of process redesign, and allows the holding to identify potential bottlenecks in the
process as a whole. It provides information such as: the number of validation itera-
tions, time taken to perform validation, number of comment-related exchanges with
the holding’s financial planners etc.
The Portal is the Web-based central access point to the system. It is not a by product
of the redesign process, but rather has been extended to enable access to the Business
Services level (Figure 3.5) of the services defined in this section.
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Figure 3.5.: Services Stack/Organisation in financial planning.
To support the above-described services, a set of infrastructure services is needed. In
the context of our industrial parter these services are an in-house dedicated server
farm. The results of the redesign process is, however, not sensitive to the backend in-
frastructure, which means that the holding could later move to a private Cloud setup
if appropriate. Due to the sensitivity of the data, a public Cloud would likely be in-
appropriate. Ultimately, the infrastructure hosts each service unit, and particularly
in the case of the validation and management services provides the needed compu-
tational resources for analytical tasks. These tasks, currently performed as batch jobs,
are also candidates for parallel infrastructures as they are inherently parallel. This is
specifically important if either of these services become performance bottlenecks in
future reporting rounds, as the functionality that they provide can easily be scaled
out in a parallel, distributed or cloud computing manner.
By combining each of the services into a single service chain, it is possible to com-
pletely replicate the original process model, but with a much higher level of automa-
tion and scalability. Note, however, that it is oftentimes not possible or not desired
to introduce a completely new system into the business environment at once. This
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aversion is due to inherent monetary risks of rapidly changing the implementation
of a business-critical process completely. Moreover, introducing monolithic systems
can lead to dissatisfaction of staff. Therefore, the different proposed service modules
are taken into the productive system gradually over time so that the performance and
reliability of each module can be ratified and demonstrated.
Presently, the rolled out implementation is the Upload and Validation Service, whose
performance is evaluated in Section 3.5. Nevertheless, simply taking this single ser-
vice into the productive system fosters the further analyses in Chapter 3 to 5. Firstly,
automated and hence complete validations assure a certain level of data quality. This
development is strengthened by the additional manual validations that can be per-
formed as one result of time savings through standardisation (cp. Section 3.5.4). Sec-
ondly, the implementation of an Upload and Validation Service establishes the organi-
sational and structural prerequisites for the integration of a decision support service.
Such a service would provide recommendations to subsidiary and holding based on
information gained through analyses of historically available planning and actual
data.
3.5. Reconstruct and Evaluation
In this section, the research questions RQ 1.2 and RQ 1.3 are evaluated via empir-
ical data accumulated during the real-world application of the redesigned financial
planning process at our industrial partner’s site. Section 3.5.1 presents the underly-
ing data sample, followed by a brief overview of the applied methodology in Section
3.5.2. Section 3.5.3 introduces the hypotheses as the back bone of the core evaluation
in Section 3.5 that concludes with a brief interpretation of the evaluation results and
the implications to be drawn.
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3.5.1. Empirical Data Description
The data that underlies the evaluation includes seven data deliveries, starting in June
2009. The data has been generated in regularly recurring time periods as shown in
Table 3.4. Therein, the number of delivering subsidiaries ranges between 99 and 113,
owed to mergers and acquisitions that took place during the evaluated time peri-
ods. 89 subsidiaries constantly delivered data in all seven periods, which serves as
the data basis for the following evaluation. Furthermore, the data sample comprises
of two data delivery eras: the pre-redesign phase, which includes four deliveries
from June 2009 (06/09) to November 2009, and the post-redesign phase, including
the three deliveries from June 2010 to November 2010. The data delivered in March
2010 was distorted due to redesign implementation activities that took place during
this delivery period. Therefore, this data set was excluded from the evaluation. It is
important to note that our industrial partner has not only incorporated the redesign
approach for the conceptual reorganization of the planning process, but has also in-
tegrated the services into its daily business immediately after their implementation
(three pre-redesign deliveries are included in the evaluation). The data set per period
includes the entire email communication between the holding and all subsidiaries
and provides a detailed documentation of the validation and communication pro-
cess. The email communication contains both manually and automatically generated
messages. Automated notifications include information about the upload status and
the validation results, while manual messages query, for instance, further planning
data explanations.
The emails are classified into Email Sender, Email Receiver, Email Subject, and Email
Date. That way, we can distinguish whether the email is sent automatically or not,
whether it is sent by the holding or the subsidiary, and when it is sent. In this vein,
an email sent by the holding to a subsidiary marks the switch from Processing Time
to Waiting Time. Automated notifications are treated as generated on holding side,
therefore, they also belong to this category. An email sent by a subsidiary marks the
opposite switch, accordingly.
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Delivery 06/09 09/09 11/09 03/10 06/10 09/10 11/10 Overlap
# Subsidiaries 99 100 106 104 113 113 113 89
Table 3.4.: Number of subsidiaries per data delivery during the evaluation with an
overlap of 89 subsidiaries constantly delivering data from 06/2009 to
11/2010.
Since the structure of the data sample is essential for the correct choice of statistical
analyses, a careful examination of the data is required. According to the Shapiro-
Wilk test for normality in SPSS 19, the distribution of the Planning Time is signifi-
cantly non-normal (pre-redesign phase, W (267) = 0.72, p < .001; post-redesign phase,
W (267) = 0.68, p < .001) and hence non-parametric interferential analyses have to be
conducted (cp. next section).
3.5.2. Research Design
The evaluation presented in the following is founded on empirical data from the real-
world application of corporate financial planning redesign with an evaluation period
of nearly two years. Yet, we are aware that multiple effects that are not related to
our redesign may cause positive and negative developments over such a long time
period. The following measures aim at minimizing their influence.
Clustering: in the context of a multinational enterprise, our expert interviews have
revealed that a time reduction of one or two working days has only a small business
impact. To increase practical relevance, we performed a clustering approach and
changed the data structure from working day intervals to working weeks.
In more detail, the original data (measured in working days) has been transformed
into the corresponding number of working weeks after deadline with a cap at the end
of the fifth week to smooth extreme outliers. Since we have only a very little number
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of extreme outliers (more than five working weeks), it is reasonable to include them
in the fifth working week to reduce standard deviation in the empirical data. The
transformation is defined by the following function:





if 0≤ x < 20
else
,
where b•c denotes the floor function. Based upon the resulting values v ∈ [1,5] we
can calculate the average number of working weeks (compared to working days).
However, the clustering can only be performed for KPIs measured in working days. It
is not applicable to the Number of Cycles. Moreover, for 80%-Resolution Rate, which
is a strongly aggregated value anyway, clustering is unlikely to generate additional
insights. As we focus on working weeks where possible, we perform an inferential
analysis on the clustered values only.
Comparability: planning data generation depends on multiple inputs, some of which
include seasonal effect. At our industrial partner, for instance, new controlling num-
bers for the following year are available in November which are included during the
forecast generation. Therefore, the information available for planning is not constant
for all periods which requires a differentiation of the planning data by its delivery
period. To avoid any mistakes caused by these seasonal effects, we proceed twofold:
(i) we compare values of the same month (in 2009 and 2010), and (ii) we increase the
comparability through the comparison of aggregated values per year.
Non-parametric analyses: for the inferential analysis we conduct the non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed-rank test as the compared two data samples always include the
same subsidiaries and the data sample distribution for all phases are non-normal
(cp. Section 3.5.1). Based upon this inferential analysis we examine the deviations
between the pre-redesign values in 2009 and the post-redesign values in 2010. Ac-
cording to Field (2009), we always add the 1-tailed level of significance p and the test
statistic T (denoting the smaller value of the two rank sums) to the reported absolute
value.
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3.5.3. Hypotheses
In Section 3.2 we derived a theoretically based redesign model that is appropriate
to fulfil the requirements listed in Section 3.2.1. To extend this qualitative evalua-
tion, we now present a quantitative evaluation based on the implementation of the
above-described redesigned process at our industrial partner. This evaluation aims
at proving the improvement of three of our four quality dimensions – timeliness, com-
pleteness, and consistency – based on the key performance indicators described in Sec-
tion 2.2.2.
In order to find evidence for RQ 1.2 (Does the objective-based process redesign increase
the data quality dimension timeliness in practice?) we investigate four different time di-
mensions in the data delivery process that are expressed in the following hypotheses
(H):
H 1.2.1 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Objectives-based redesign decreases processing time.
H 1.2.2 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Objectives-based redesign decreases waiting time.
H 1.2.3 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Objectives-based redesign decreases planning time.
H 1.2.4 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Objectives-based redesign decreases 80% resolution time.
With the evaluation of these hypotheses we can address different dimensions of time-
liness in the process: (i) the time effort on holding side through H 1.2.1, (ii) the time
effort on subsidiary side with H 1.2.2, and (iii) the overall time effort. The overall
effort is separately evaluate for time (H 1.2.3) and workload (H 1.2.4), which offers
us a more detailed perspective on the changes in the process and strengthens our
findings.
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In a next step, the goal of the evaluation is to address two further dimensions in RQ
1.3 (Does the objective-based process redesign increase the data quality dimensions complete-
ness and consistency in practice?). In contrast to RQ 1.2 it is much harder to derive
appropriate indicators for completeness and consistency. Nevertheless, it is possible to
find indirect evidence through the following hypotheses:
H 1.3.1 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Objectives-based redesign increases number of cycles.
H 1.3.2 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Objectives-based redesign decreases the number of performed validations.
While H 1.3.1 can be evaluated on the same data foundation as the previous hypothe-
ses, the investigation of H 1.3.2 requires additional knowledge about the structure
of the newly designed process and the content of the communication. Through our
close cooperation with our industrial partner, we are able to gain both.
3.5.4. Results
This section presents the detailed evaluation results of the productive use of the
Upload and Validation Service at our industrial partner using the available data and
methodology described in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 to verify the hypotheses raised in
the previous section.
Table 3.5 shows the results for the average Number of Cycles (NoC) and the average
Processing Time (PrT). The latter is listed on a working day basis and on a working
week basis (clustered). For each delivery period, Table 3.5 shows the KPI’s values of
2009 and 2010 along with the relative deviation4(09,10). In addition, the overall line
prints out the aggregated results over all planning periods per year, representing the
average over 267 subsidiaries.
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Average NoC Average PrT Average PrT
KPI/ -Clustered-
Period Value Value 4 Value Value 4 Value Value 4
2009 2010 (09/10) 2009 2010 (09/10) 2009 2010 (09/10)
Jun 1.90 1.89 −1% 3.68 1.91 −48% 1.51 1.21 −19%∗∗
Sep 1.48 1.72 +16% 2.82 1.51 −47% 1.40 1.16 −18%∗
Nov 1.66 1.91 +15%∗ 3.03 2.01 −34% 1.42 1.24 −13%∗
Overall 1.68 1.84 +9%∗ 3.18 1.81 −43% 1.44 1.20 −17%∗∗∗
Table 3.5.: Evaluation results: absolute KPI values (Average Number of Cycles,
Average Processing Time unclustered and clustered) for 2009 and
2010 along with the relative deviation and the 1-tailed significance
level (p∗ < .05; p∗∗ < .01; and p∗∗∗ < .001).
Starting with H 1.3.1 and the average NoC, Table 3.5 indicates no deviation in June,
however, clear increases of NoC in September (16%), November (15%) and in the
overall numbers (9%). NoC in November (Overall) is significantly higher in 2010
than in 2009, with T = 497.50, p < .05 (T = 3678.50, p < .05). For the average PrT
(working days), the improvement through redesign varies from 34% in November to
48% in June. For the clustered average PrT, the improvement ranges between 13%
and 19%. The PrT is significantly lower in 2010 than in 2009 for all four observations,
T = 73.50 and T = 192, p < .05 in September and November, T = 119, p < .01 in June
and even T = 1079.50, p < .001 in Overall.
Table 3.6 is structured analogously to Table 3.5 and provides the foundation for the
investigations of H 1.2.1 to H 1.2.4. The Average Waiting Time (WaT), the average
Planning Time (PlT) and the 80% Resolution Time (ReT) clearly decrease for all peri-
ods in 2010 compared to 2009. For WaT, the reduction ranges between 4% in Septem-
ber and 11% in November. The relatively small reduction in September is likely to
be caused by the small absolute value (1.44 and 1.38 working weeks). Moreover, the
Overall WaT 2010 is significantly lower than in 2009, T = 1723, p < .05. The average
PlT improves from 12% to 19% after the redesign. Again, Overall PlT 2010 is signifi-
cantly lower than Overall PlT 2009, T = 365.50, p < .05 in November, T = 317, p < .01
in June and even T = 2905, p < .001 in Overall. Finally, ReT indicates a strong work-
load reduction. In 2009, ReT varied from 14 to 18 working days. In 2010, the highest
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Average WaT Average PlT 80% ReT
KPI/ -Clustered- -Clustered-
Period Value Value 4 Value Value 4 Value Value 4
2009 2010 (09/10) 2009 2010 (09/10) 2009 2010 (09/10)
Jun 1.73 1.58 −10% 2.38 1.92 −19%∗∗ 18 13 −28%
Sep 1.44 1.38 −4% 1.91 1.67 −12% 15 11 −27%
Nov 1.56 1.39 −11% 2.00 1.72 −14%∗ 14 9 −36%
Overall 1.58 1.45 −8%∗ 2.10 1.77 −16%∗∗∗ 16 11 −30%
Table 3.6.: Evaluation results: absolute KPI values (Average Number of Cycles,
Average Processing Time unclustered and clustered) for 2009 and
2010 along with the relative deviation and the 1-tailed significance
level (p∗ < .05; p∗∗ < .01; and p∗∗∗ < .001).
value is observed in June with 13 working days. With respect to the Overall ReT de-
creasing from 16 to 11 working days, we observe a reduction of one entire working
week (which equals 30%).
The further discussion refers to the results in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 that illustrate
the changes in PrT and WaT for the first delivery after the Upload and Validation Service
was entirely rolled out (June 2010). They depict the working hours per week for the
first five weeks after the delivery deadline. According to the original values printed
out in Table 3.5, the PrT in June 2010 decreases by 48% compared to the values mea-
sured in June 2009. This development is clearly reflected in Figure 3.6. In addition,
Figure 3.7 illustrates the reduced WaT in June 2010 which decreases by 10% compared
to June 2009. Figure 3.7 shows a second development which is certainly worth dis-
cussing: the WaT workload’s balance point shifts to the left, from approximately 2.7
in 2009 to approximately 2.1 in 2010. This shift towards the delivery deadline is a
direct consequence of the reduced Processing Time. The subsidiaries receive the re-
sults of the holding validations earlier than before and, hence, can start to work on
their response earlier. The Planning Time as the sum of PrT and WaT is consequently
affected by both above-described effects. Since the shift of WaT towards the delivery
deadline suggests that the validation process itself relocates, the ReT is considered
as the KPI to express a workload reduction or increase. Consequently, Figure 3.7 not
only illustrates the improvement in WaT but also visualizes the before-mentioned re-
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Figure 3.6.: Processing Time in hours per week after delivery deadline. Compar-
ison between June 2009 (light grey) and June 2010 (dark grey).
duction of nearly one working week for all considered deliveries between 2009 and
2010: workload increases in the first two working weeks and reduces in the remaining
three.
At large, all time-related KPIs (WaT, PrT, PlT) are significantly lower in 2010 (overall)
than in 2009 (T = 1723, p < .05 for WaT, T = 1079.50, p < 0.001 for PrT, T = 2905,
p < .001 for PlT). This reduction comes along with a one working week decrease in
ReT. This improvement of all time-related KPIs is intensified when we look at NoC
in the same period of time. NoC, and hence the communication activity between
subsidiaries and holding, increases significantly in 2010 (overall) compared to 2009
(overall), T = 267, p < .05.
In addition, we are not only able to prove a quantitative but also a qualitative in-
crease in communication: the automated data validations include both checks of
intra-subsidiary planning and inter-subsidiary planning that were conducted manually
prior to the redesign. The former denotes validations based on the planning data
within a single subsidiary and related to only one single planning period. For in-
stance, comparison of invoices and payments for a specific time horizon. The lat-
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Figure 3.7.: Waiting Time in hours per week after delivery deadline. Comparison
between June 2009 (light grey) and June 2010 (dark grey).
ter defines validations that take up data delivered by at least two subsidiaries, yet
still relates to one single period. That is, for example, the consolidation of invoices
issued and received between two entities. For a detailed description of such com-
pleteness and consistency validations please refer to Martin and Blau (2010). Along
with the automated checks, the respective notifications of the validations have also
been automated. Additionally, new and more sophisticated verifications of data de-
liveries over several planning periods (inter-subsidiary/inter-period planning) to further
increase data quality, have been added. Table 3.7 compares the carried out valida-
tions pre- and post redesign in dependence of the entity size, whereby – indicates
validation for no entity, - for few entities, + for most entities, and ++ for all entities.
As easily can be seen, much more entity data gets validated regarding completeness
and consistency.
Summing up, we have introduced a redesign model appropriate to formalize corpo-
rate financial planning redesign and have shown the strong data quality potential of
such redesign through implementation at our industrial partner. Under the condi-
tions of a real world application (as formulated in Section 3.5.2) we found indication
for confirming all four hypotheses H 1.2.1 to H 1.2.4 regarding the data timeliness and
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Pre- Post-
Validation redesign redesign
type Small Large Small Large
entities entities entities entities
Intra- ++ ++ ++ ++
planning
Inter- - + ++ ++
planning
Inter- – - - +
period
Table 3.7.: Application degree of all three validation types.
consequently can answer RQ 1.2 in affirmation. The same is true for the two hypothe-
ses H 1.3.1 and H 1.3.2 regarding RQ 1.3 that indicate an increase in the number of
validations through an increased documented communication and knowledge about
the new process structure (including expert knowledge). Overall, the significant in-
crease of the data timeliness along with the improvement in the dimensions complete-
ness and consistency have led to a strong increase in data quality. The standardization
in data quality and organizational structure through the implementation forms the
groundwork for the extensive data analyses in Chapter 3 to 5. In particular, the plan-
actual comparison presented in Chapter 5 will enable us to present results for data
accuracy.
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Financial planning processes as described in Section 3.1.1 are very time-consuming
tasks. However, timeliness of final data is crucial for efficient risk management. In
parallel, completeness, consistency and accuracy have to be assured throughout the
complete process. The process redesign presented in the previous section established
the prerequisites regarding performance and organizational structure necessary to fo-
cus on these three data related quality dimension. Based on reduced process runtime
and the realization of a rule-based validation service it is now reasonable to put spe-
cial attention on the detection of patterns in historical and actual data. The goal of this
enhancement is the extension of rule-based validation for complex decision support.
Therefore, this section provides detailed insights into the structure of planning data
and establishes the basis for in depth investigations in the following two chapters.
Section 4.1 introduces the underlying data and derives hypotheses necessary to an-
swer RQ 2.1 to RQ 2.3 (Section 1.2.2). In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 the outcome of detailed
numerical analyses on the characteristics of Benford’s Law in financial planning data
is presented and first conclusions are drawn whether Benford’s Law is consistent with
– or can easily be combined with – the concept of weak planning data efficiency.
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4.1. Methodology
In analogy with the Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.3 this methodology part starts with the under-
lying financial planning data sample and the preparation of all sub-samples. Based
upon that, Section 4.1.2 describes the conducted interferential analyses in combina-
tion with the precision measure we introduce: the average fulfilment rate. These
preparatory explanations and the content presented in Section 2.3.1 allow us to for-
mulate the hypotheses to be evaluated throughout this chapter in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.1. Empirical Data Description
The data set to be evaluated is the cash flow-oriented financial planning data we
have access to at our industry partner. In more detail, we have 25 data pools from
May 2005 (2 2005) to June 2011 (2 2011) available in the first study (Section 4.1.2). In a
second study (Section 4.1.3) progressing time and additional data deliveries enlarged
our empirical data set to 27 data pools with two additional samples for September
and November 2011 (3/4 2011). Each of these data pools reflects one data delivery
and contains the planned values of all entities that have handed in planning data
during this delivery. The planning data per entity reports expected issued and re-
ceived invoices, cash flows, tax payments and so on for 15 months into the future.
Initially, the financial planning data was delivered quarterly in the months of Febru-
ary, May, August and November. Due to internal re-structuring, the delivery months
have changed to March, June, September and November since 2008. For the Benford
evaluation, we take the complete set of planned values per delivery and subsidiary
(entity) into account. Planned values are delivered quarterly by more than 100 sub-
sidiaries. For the evaluation of weak planning efficiency, we compute the revisions
per plan item and sort them according to their occurrence (first revision, second revi-
sion, etc.). Due to the data delivery on a quarterly basis with a maximum planning
horizon of 15 months, each item is planned five times and we have four revisions.
The efficiency calculation based on these four revisions for all data samples is finally
based on the linear dependency between the revisions rt−1 and rt.
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To increase the robustness of our first results in 4.1.2, we conduct the evaluations for
nine data samples: these are the complete data sample always including the entire
data pool and 8 sub-samples including only parts of the data pool. The variety of
samples provide different perspectives on the available data. More detailed, we first
divide the basic set ([1] complete) into data delivered by [2] large and [3] small enti-
ties. Thereby, the size of the entity is determined by the number of planned values it
delivers. This distinction results from the expectation that large entities with a high
number of planned values can put more effort in their planning data generation due
to economies of scale (Williamson, 1991) and, hence, achieve a higher quality. Since
planning data has not been examined in literature before, this distinction is based
on expert knowledge gained from interviews within the enterprise. The second per-
spective distinguishes data with [4] positive and [5] negative prefixes. This separation
is based on observations made, for instance, by Carslaw (1988) and Thomas (1989),
who observed different digit distributions for reported positive and negative num-
bers. The remaining four sub-samples are combinations from the distinctions listed
above, that is [6] positive large, [7] positive small, [8] negative large, and [9] negative small.
For the advanced results in Section 4.1.3 we again divide the full data set complete into
five disjoint sub-samples, determined by the division a specific plan item delivering
entity belongs to. The five sub-samples (or groups) are material science (MS), crop
science (CS), health care (HC), holding (HO), and diverse (DV). The last category contains
all entities that can not exactly be assigned to one of the divisions. This differentiation
allows us to examine the influence of different parameters on our metrics in Chapter
6. A few examples are now described. On the one hand, MS supplies a huge amount
of accessories to the automotive industry. Since the automotive industry strongly
depends on macro economy, the macro-economic development is likely to impact
financial planning in MS, too. This impact is caused by the close relationship between
MS and the automotive industry producing vendor parts for this industry. Another
example of external data that might impact planning processes of CS are particular
weather conditions. On the other hand, according to experts within the company, HC
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has no explicit underlying influences but simply depends on the maturity of licenses.
A long-term goal of our work is to relate group-differences with respect to quality
metrics to external factors, if indicated.
Generally, the number of delivered planned values increased from 27,511 in May 2005
to 72,141 in June 2011. Additionally, the creation of the sub-samples as described
above brings about highly different sample sizes. To tackle this issue and to create
a solid and comparable basis for the interferential analyses (cp. Section 4.1.2), we
conduct a normalization as follows: We set the minimum sample size N equal to the
number of items included in the minimum of all delivery-specific sample sizes. After-
wards, we reduce all other sample sizes to N . To do so, we uniformly draw N items
from the respective sample. If the reduced set is not significantly smaller than the
original one, this reduction does not change the digit distribution, yet to avoid biases
in case of a stronger reduction, the reduction is carried out multiple times and the
average of the resulting distributions is calculated. To obtain a reasonable trade-off
between evaluation performance and accuracy of the result, we performed a simula-
tion study and determined the required number of reductions that have to be carried
out considering the distribution of the original sample size and the distribution of the
reduced sample size. For instance, we found out that in case of a reduction higher
than 90% (e.g., the complete data sample size in June 2011 was 72,141 which had to
be reduced to the minimum number 5,225), we have to calculate the average of 50
reductions.
To summarize, in order to secure the comparability of our results, the normaliza-
tion of the sample size facilitates the creation of a solid data pool and, thus, robust
results. However, due to structural limitations it was not possible to conduct a nor-
malization between the subgroup data samples (very small sample size HO). Hence,
the inter-subgroup results may in some way be slightly biased by the sample size.
Nevertheless, the sample sizes were the same for weak planning efficiency as well
as Benford’s Law and therefore the indicated differences should be the same. The






























Figure 4.1.: First digit distribution: in actual data, planning data, and according
to Benford’s Law, including 95% confidence interval.
deletion of all planned values with an absolute nominal less than 10 (depends on the
currency and includes zero values) to avoid procedural problems with Benford’s Law
according to Nigrini and Mittermaier (1997).
Before starting with the core evaluation of this chapter it is necessary to prove the
conformity of actual data (for detailed description of available actual data please refer
to Section 5.1.1) with Benford’s Law. In doing so, we calculate the digit distributions
in 2011 for complete actual data and find a nearly perfect match as can be seen in
Figure 4.1 and 4.2. Especially for the first digit (4.1) we observe a conformance of
100% along with the non-significant chi-square value 1.43. Nearly the same is true
for the second digit (4.2): conformance of 90% and chi-square value 2.85, respectively.
In both figures we added the corresponding plan values, however, while the first
digit results are already conform with actual data (89%/ 9.02), the second digit results
show significant deviations (60%/ 24.46). The following sections include a detailed
discussion of these effects.
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Figure 4.2.: Second digit distribution: in actual data, planning data, and according
to Benford’s Law, including 95% confidence interval.
4.1.2. Research Design
To date, related literature (cp. Section 2.3.1) consults two kinds of interferential anal-
yses to investigate if data is conform to Benford’s Law: interferential analyses for
(i) single digits (e.g. z-statistic), and (ii) the complete distribution (e.g. chi-square
statistic, mean absolute deviation). Yet, all of these approaches aim to detect signifi-
cant deviations from the expected distribution yielded by Benford’s Law. None of
the approaches offers the possibility to make statements on the degree a distribution
satisfies Benford’s Law. The mean absolute deviation (MAD) only allows for a de-
scriptive indication; the chi-squared test is suitable for a pure true-false view of the
distribution without any differentiation in between. Moreover, the results of these
analyses strongly depend on the size of the data sample. For instance, the width of
a confidence interval is solely calculated based on the p-value and the number of
observations.
The first goal of this section is the derivation of an alternative heuristic to overcome
these shortcomings. Nevertheless, we apply MAD in later parts of this work since re-
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strictions in the empirical data limit the applicability of the newly derived approach
(cp. Section 5.1.2). Nigrini (2000) states that a desirable approach to investigate con-
formity to Benford’s Law should fulfil the following requirements:
1. The test shall measure the conformity to the expected distribution, not only with
single digits or digit combinations,
2. the result shall be independent of the sample size,
3. the test shall be implementable and understandable for users in practice, and
4. the conclusion of the test shall be objectively determinable.
Existing approaches fail to fulfil the independence requirement 2. To fulfil 2., the
normalization approach to eliminate the dependence on the basic sample size was
presented in the previous section.
Independent of the application field, the main challenge for all inferential analyses
is the interpretation of deviations from the expected Benford distribution. Nigrini
and Mittermaier (1997) and Durtschi et al. (2004) apply single digit analyses based
upon z-statistics and distribution analyses (chi-squared test). However, other schol-
ars, e.g. Busta and Weinberg (1998), use neural networks to evaluate deviations from
the expected distribution. The latter approach delivers better results than the above-
mentioned digit analyses, however, to the disadvantage of type I errors which are an
indication for fraud although data is correct (so-called over auditing). Since we want to
keep the rate of type I errors low and to incorporate a more differentiated view of the
fulfilment degree (cp. requirement 1.), we introduce the average fulfilment rate (AFR)
as a heuristic to measure the degree of confirmation between two distributions. The
AFR of a data sample reflects the percentage of digits not deviating significantly from
the expectation with respect to the digit position i. Accordingly, the calculation of the
average fulfilment rate per distribution is based on the z-statistic per digit. For each
digit, we calculate the 95% confidence interval in dependence of the basic p-value .05.
Based upon this interval, we can decide if the digit probability significantly deviates
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from the expectation. In case of a deviation, we assign the digit with 0 and in case of
conformity to 1. The AFR is then the mean of all decisions, for instance, in case of one
digit deviating significantly in i, the AFRi would be 88.9%. We can calculate AFRi of
the digit position i in the following way:





1[lj ,uj ] (P1 (j)) , (4.1)





1[lj ,uj ] (P2 (j)) , (4.2)
where Pi (j) denotes the probability for each digit j in position i for the evaluated
empirical data sample. Pi (d) ∈ [0,1]n denotes the vector of all digit probabilities
with P1 (d) = (P1 (1) , . . . ,P1 (9)) and P2 (d) = (P2 (0) , . . . ,P2 (9)). 1[lj ,uj ] is the indi-
cator function which is 1 in the denoted interval [lj ,uj ] and 0 else. For the confidence
interval, the lower bound lj and upper bound uj are calculated separately for each
digit j. To demonstrate the indication of the AFR, we compared the chi-square value
and the AFR for the complete data sample. This examination reveals a highly sig-
nificant dependence with τ = −.76, p < .001. Indeed, particularly a chi-square value
less than 17.53 (i.e. there is no significant deviation between the distributions based
upon p = .05) is significantly correlated (τ = .52, p < .01) to an AFR1 of 77.8% (i.e.
seven of nine digits do not deviate significantly). Hence, the AFR yields the same
significance as the chi-square test, yet, firstly, it is much easier to understand and to
interpret than the chi-square value. Secondly, it offers a differentiated indication of
the analysed data sample’s conformity to the expected distribution. According to Ni-
grini (2000), both properties are decisive advantages for the implementation into a
decision support service (cp. 3. and 4. in the requirements list).
As mentioned earlier, in forecast literature (cp. Section 2.3.1) it is very common to test
for weak-form forecast efficiency (cp. Batchelor (2007), Fildes and Stekler (2002), Lux
(2009), Schuh (2001)). We adapt this method for data quality assessment. Following
the original idea, we propose to test whether financial planning data follows no pred-
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icable patterns. Hence, we test if data revisions follow a random walk. Given that a
future event (e.g. cash flow) is planned several times at different points in time, we
can define a data revision DRi,t at point in time t for item i as
DRi,t = PLANi,t − PLANi,t−1, (4.3)
where PLANi,t is the planned value for item i in t, and PLANi,t−1 the former value
in t− 1. Furthermore, to test for correlation we use the following OLS regression:
DRi,t = B ∗DRi,t−1 + ε. (4.4)
We call this adaptation weak-form planning efficiency. For the evaluation we can aggre-
gate the estimates on various levels and test whether groups follow certain inefficient
planning patterns. We then aggregate the absolute estimate and denote it |B|.
For the statistical evaluation of the results generated based upon the AFR and |B|,
we conduct two kinds of non-parametric interferential analyses: (i) Kendall’s corre-
lation, and (ii) the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. We decided to utilize non-parametric
approaches since we found, as a result of a Shapiro-Wilk distribution test, a signifi-
cant deviation from the normal distribution for most of the tested treatments (for a
more detailed explanation of the treatments, please refer to Section 4.1.1). We opt
for the Kendall correlation coefficient τ since we have a relatively small sample size
(N = 25/N = 27) along with many tied ranks Field (2009). The Wilcoxon signed-
rank test is chosen as it is the most common non-parametric test. According to Field
(2009), we always add the 1-tailed level of significance p and the test statistic T (de-
noting the smaller value of the two rank sums) to the reported absolute value. Since
we usually evaluate directed hypotheses it is reasonable to report the 1-tailed level of
significance. Only exception of this notation are the numbers in Table 4.5. Here we do
not evaluate directed hypotheses and consequently denote 2-tailed p-values. In order
to back up the robustness of our analyses, we also calculate Pearson correlations and
apply t-tests with similar results.
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4.1.3. Hypotheses
As we have argued in Section 2.3.1, financial planning data meets the necessary cri-
teria to follow Benford’s Law due to its structure. Moreover, since actual data is
conform with Benford’s Law, it is reasonable to assume that planning data is also
conform with Benford Law. Additionally, a major foundation of our evaluation is
expert knowledge gained from our industry partner on the quality assurance mea-
sures carried out during the six year time period which spans our data sample. We
can demonstrate that the output data of the financial planning process was continu-
ously increased, due to process optimization and compliance enhancement. We can
also state that none of the improvements were directly and explicitly related to push-
ing the data towards the Benford distribution. Based upon this determining factor,
the conformity has to be verified between the digit distribution in the underlying fi-
nancial planning data sample and the logarithmic distribution present in Benford’s
Law in order to answer research question RQ 2.1 (Does financial planning data follow
Benford’s Law?). To do so, we set up the following hypothesis:
H 2.1.1 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
AFR increases over the considered time period.
To extract robust evidence for H 2.1.1, formally, we investigate 18 sub-hypotheses: For
each of the investigated nine data samples [1]-[9] (cp. Section 4.1.1), the conformity
of the first and second digit of the underlying numbers to Benford’s Law is tested.
This consideration leads to 18 treatments to be tested. In more detail, these are: [1.1]
complete first digit, [1.2] complete second digit, [2.1] large first digit, [2.2] large sec-
ond digit, and so forth, ending with [9.1] negative small first digit and [9.2] negative
small second digit.
In order to find evidence for RQ 2.2 and hence the appropriateness of digital analyses
in financial planning, we have to delve deeper into details of the data structure. In
this work, we concentrate on (i) differences between reported negative numbers and
positive numbers (Carslaw, 1988; Thomas, 1989) and (ii) large and small entities (as
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large companies, due to their size and their planning volume, may be able to put a
greater effort as well as more expertise into the financial planning). Thus, we investi-
gate the following hypotheses H 2.2.1 and H 2.2.2:
H 2.2.1 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
AFR in data delivered by large entities is higher than in data delivered by small
entities.
H 2.2.2 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
AFR in data with a positive prefix is higher than in data with negative prefix.
To validate these hypotheses, we again conduct analyses for the first and second dig-
its in multiple data sub-samples: For H 2.2.1, these data samples are [1.1] complete
first digit, [1.2] complete second digit, [4.1] positive first digit, [4.2] positive second
digit and [5.1] negative first digit, [5.2] negative second digit. For H 2.2.2, we consult
[1.1] complete first digit, [1.2] complete second digit, [2.1] small first digit, [2.2] small
second digit and [3.1] large entities first digit, [3.2] large entities first digit. H 2.2.1
and H 2.2.2 potentially provide us with insights that we can include into a decision
support service for financial planning managers.
In a further study we enrich the above-mentioned investigation by five additional sets
based on the structure of the industrial partner (cp. 4.1.1) and extend the findings for
H 2.1.1. However, this second investigation is not limited to the conformity with Ben-
ford Law, but also evaluates whether the metric weak planning efficiency is appropriate
for application in the domain of financial planning. Since we are mainly interested
in interdependencies between the two metrics, we conducted only the AFR1 evalua-
tion. By tracking the developments of both metrics over multiple years with intensive
data quality management activities, we further evaluate H 2.1.1 and addressed RQ
2.2 in depth with H 2.2.3. Since the data samples do not only differ in the business
model of the included subsidiaries, but also in organizational matters, it is reasonable
to expect such differences. For instance, mergers and acquisitions as well as spin-offs
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have a great influence on the data structure. To see whether the perceived data im-
provement (cp. 1.3) is reflected in weak planning efficiency, the additional question
RQ 2.3 is addressed by two further hypotheses:
H 2.2.3 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
AFR varies between lines of business.
H 2.3.1 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
|B| decreases over the considered time period.
H 2.3.2 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
|B| varies between lines of business.
For various tasks of a financial controller such as forecasting or individual feedback
in the field of complex financial planning data, it is essential to have a detailed un-
derstanding of distinctive data characteristics. Hence, the results in this chapter are
essential for research design in the following chapter and, finally, for the creation of a
decision support service (6). In addition, we are interested in a comparison of results
obtained with both metrics, and how they interrelate, as both are expected to indicate
planning data quality. Since an increasing data quality is associated with a decreasing
|B| and an increasing AFR it is reasonable to expect a negative correlation between
the two.
4.2. Benford’s Law
This section presents a detailed examination of the first hypotheses set up in Section
4.1.3. To address H 2.1.1, we investigate the dependency between progressing time
and the data’s conformity to Benford’s Law for the first and second digits in 9 data
samples (cp. Section 4.2.1). In the following section, we generate detailed knowledge
about the data characteristics in order to address H 2.2.1 to H 2.2.3.
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4.2.1. Trend Analyses and Robustness
In order to address H 2.1.1, we perform the trend analyses for all nine data samples
described in Section 4.1.1, each of them for the first and second digit. Altogether,
18 treatments can thus be tested. The results of this evaluation for AFR1 and AFR2
are listed in Table 4.1. We calculated the mean over 25 deliveries along with the cor-
relation τ and the significance level p. Although we chose the rather conservative
Kendall’s τ (the average absolute value is only around 2/3 of a Spearman correlation
according to Field (2009)) we found a medium or strong correlation for 15 of 18 treat-
ments. The only non-significant results were discovered for positive data, although
we found an at least small positive correlation even for [4.1] (τ = .19), [6.1] (τ = .09)
and [7.2] (τ = .19).
For AFR1, the effect size ranges from τ = .44, p < .01 in [2.1] and τ = .45, p < .001
in [9.1] to τ = .59, p < .001 in [1.1] and even τ = .65, p < .001 in [3.1]. For AFR2, in
analogy with the general AFR level, the trends are alleviated compared to AFR1.
Nevertheless, they are all at least medium strong (τ = .27, p < .05 in [3.2] or τ = .28,
p < .05 [2.2]) and even range to strong dependencies in [5.2] (τ = .50, p < .001) and
[1.2] (τ = .51, p < .001).
To ease reading, we show graphs of the development for two exemplary data sam-
ples: Figure 4.3 shows the AFR1 (for all 25 deliveries); for [1.1], i.e. complete on the
left hand side, and for [3.1], i.e. small on the right hand side. As easily can be seen, for
[1.1], the AFR1 clearly increases over time from a minimum value of 66.7% to 100%
in the last four deliveries. A highly significant correlation between time and AFR1
(τ = .59, p < .001) is present. In [3.1], the trend itself is even stronger with τ = .65,
p < .001, yet, the mean AFR1 over all 25 deliveries is higher in [1.1] (87.2%) than in
[3.1] (70.7%). These differences provide first indications for the evaluation of H 2.2.1
in the next section.
The difference described above can also be observed in the mean AFR2 (29.6% in
[1.2] and 10.4% in [3.2] data). Yet, as clearly demonstrated in Figure 4.4, the degree
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Data sample
AFR1 AFR2
Mean τ p Mean τ p
[1] Complete 87.2% .59 .000∗∗∗ 29.6% .51 .000∗∗∗
[2] Large 81.4% .44 .002∗∗ 57.6% .36 .010∗∗
[3] Small 70.7% .65 .000∗∗∗ 10.4% .27 .047∗
[4] Positive 79.2% .19 .102 48.4% .44 .002∗∗
[5] Negative 79.3% .54 .000∗∗∗ 20.0% .50 .001∗∗∗
[6] Positive Large 70.0% .09 .289 67.6% .32 .020∗
[7] Positive Small 60.6% .53 .000∗∗∗ 26.8% .19 .114
[8] Negative Large 64.9% .46 .001∗∗∗ 47.2% .28 .033∗
[9] Negative Small 60.6% .45 .001∗∗∗ 10.8% .42 .004∗∗
Table 4.1.: Evaluation results (Mean/correlation τ /p-value): AFR trend analyses
for first and second digit position (AFR1 and AFR2) in nine data
samples (p∗ < .05; p∗∗ < .01; and p∗∗∗ < .001).
of conformity to Benford’s Law in financial planning data is on a lower level in the
second digit than in the first digit. Still, we observe a strongly positive trend in [1.2]
(τ = .51, p < .001) and at least a medium positive trend [3.1] (τ = .27, p < .05).
Altogether, we are able to identify a significant positive trend in AFR1 and AFR2 for
15 of 18 data samples. For the data samples [4.1], [6.1] and [7.2] we found at least
a small correlation (cp. Field (2009)). Based upon these findings, we can confirm H
2.1.1. Furthermore, the results clearly point to a difference in the quality indication of
AFR1 and AFR2: increased data quality is likely to first lead to an increased AFR1
and, in a second step, leads to an increased AFR2. That is why we (i) observe a gen-
erally smaller AFR2 throughout all samples, and (ii) AFR2 is higher in data samples
with a higherAFR1. However, the robust positive trend is present both forAFR1 and
AFR2, which verifies H 2.1.1. Although the average AFR2 in our data set is not (yet)
conform to the expected distribution, there is a strong indication for the conformity of
high quality financial planning data to Benford’s Law. Thus, RQ 2.1 can be confirmed.
Finally, these findings are extended by the results presented in Section 4.3, whereby
this result separation is due to a different structure in the two studies – longer time







































































































































































Figure 4.3.: AFR1 development in the complete (on the left) and in the small data










































































































































































Figure 4.4.: Development of AFR2 in the complete (on the left) and in the small
data sample (on the right) over all deliveries (from 2 2005 to 2 2011).
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4.2.2. Group Analyses
To validate H 2.2.1 and H 2.2.2, we again conduct analyses for multiple data samples
to assure either the robustness of the results if they are unique or to detect charac-
teristics of the data clusters if the results are controversial. In case of H 2.2.1 the
investigated data samples are complete, positive and negative, both for the first and the
second digit. Furthermore, we investigate the complete, small and large data sample to
validate H 2.2.2, again for both digit positions.
The results for the investigation of H 2.2.1 are listed in Table 4.2. We were able to show
significant differences between small and large entities for 5 of 6 investigations. The
differences in AFR1 are significant for the complete data with 10.7 percentage points
(T = 2.32, p < .05) and positive data with 9.4 percentage points (T = 2.16, p < .05), yet
not for negative data (3.3 percentage points). The largest differences can be observed
in AFR2. Here, we observe significant differences in all samples: 47.2 percentage
points in complete (T = 12.12, p < .001), 40.8 percentage points in positive (T = 10.54,
p < .001), and 36.4 percentage points in negative (T = 10.11, p < .001).
Table 4.3 contains the evaluation results for AFR1 and AFR2 with respect to H 2.2.2.
Interestingly, in none of the data samples complete, large, and small, a significant dif-
ference between positive and negative numbers can be shown for AFR1. In contrast,
in AFR2 we find a highly significant deviation for all data samples. The difference
varies from 16.0 percentage points to 28.4 percentage points, T = 7.53, T = 6.51 and
T = 5.06, p < .001 in the complete, positive and negative data sample. Of note, how-
ever, these findings are completely conform with the results of, for instance, Carslaw
(1988) and Thomas (1989), who described different rounding behaviour in depen-
dency of the prefix, observable through patterns in the second digit distributions.
To summarize, we can confirm H 2.2.1 for AFR1 and AFR2. The only non-significant
difference (negative) has the correct direction, too. However, H 2.2.2 can only be con-
firmed for AFR2. Nevertheless, the results of this section are very important for the
design of a business intelligence service based on digital analyses: For an application
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Large Small Large Small
Complete [2.1]81.4% [3.1]70.7% .015∗ [4.2]57.6% [3.2]10.4% .000∗∗∗
Positive [6.1]70.0% [7.1]60.6% .021∗ [6.2]67.6% [7.2]26.8% .000∗∗∗
Negative [8.1]64.9% [9.1]60.6% .207 [8.2]47.2% [9.2]10.8% .000∗∗∗
Table 4.2.: Results (mean/p-value) of the AFR comparison between large and
small data for first and second digit in the complete, positive, and neg-








Positive Negative Positive Negative
Complete [4.1]79.2% [5.1]79.3% .490 [4.2]48.4% [5.2]20.0% .000∗∗∗
Large [6.1]70.0% [8.1]64.9% .196 [6.2]67.6% [8.2]47.2% .000∗∗∗
Small [7.1]60.6% [9.1]60.6% .500 [7.2]26.8% [9.2]10.8% .000∗∗∗
Table 4.3.: Results (mean/p-value) of the AFR comparison between positive and
negative data for first and second digit in the complete, large, and small
data sample (p∗ < .05; p∗∗ < .01; and p∗∗∗ < .001).
of the AFR1 as an error indicator only the company size is crucial and the sign can be
ignored, whereas AFR2 is sensitive to company size and sign. Furthermore, accord-
ing to the findings of Section 4.2.1, AFR2 should only be applied to data samples of
large entities.
4.3. Planning Data Efficiency
Based on the findings of the previous section, we now present analyses of the quality
metric weak planning efficiency (cp. Section 2.3.1) along with an extended evaluation of
the conformity with Benford’s Law. Furthermore, this section relates the findings of
both newly introduced quality metrics and investigates differences and similarities.
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4.3.1. Trend Analyses and Robustness
For the analyses conducted in this chapter we rely on the data basis of the five sub-
groups as aforementioned. To ease reading, we refer to the first digit conformity
AFR1 as AFR in the this section, since we do not evaluate the second digit distri-
butions here. To increase the robustness of the findings for H 2.1.1 and to address H
2.3.1 we analyse the trend in AFR and |B| over time for each data sample. The re-
sults listed in Table 4.4 are clustered in: (i) conformity with Benford’s Law (AFR), (ii)
weak planning efficiency (|B|) and (iii) linear correlation between (i) and (ii). For (i)
and (ii), we report the mean over the 25 deliveries along with the non-parametric cor-
relation τ and the significance level p. Although we choose the conservative Kendall’s
τ , we find a medium or strong AFR-correlation for five out of our six groups. The
only non-significant trend is discovered for DV. Even for DV we find a small positive
correlation (τ = .19). For weak efficiency we obtain more heterogeneous results. We
observe the expected significant decrease (τ =−.25, p < .05) for CS. However, we also
observe the opposite relationship with a significant and strong positive trend in |B|
for HC (τ = .39, p < .01).
As an example, the graph on the left-hand side of Figure 4.5 shows the AFR for all
25 deliveries; the AFR increases over time from 66.7% to 100% throughout the final
four deliveries. We find similar behaviour in all six subgroups, which again supports
H 2.1.1. Although the decreasing |B| depicted in the right pictorial in 4.5 indicates a
positive trend in planning efficiency and supports H 2.3.1, unfortunately the results
in the other groups do not support H 2.3.1. Hence, we cannot accept H 2.3.1.
A first explanation for this divergence might be expressed by the high standard de-
viation of |B| (up to 19% for MS). Although the standard deviation varies among
subgroups, it is generally high compared to the mean values. This uncertainty might
be a result of the multiple impacts driving the planning data generation and requires
a further differentiation with regard to the distinctive characteristics of subsidiaries
as aforementioned.
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Data sample
Conformity AFR Weak Efficiency |B| Dependency
Mean τ p Mean τ p τ p
MS 44.8% .57 .000∗∗∗ 0.385 .10 .235 .08 .309
CS 83.7% .61 .000∗∗∗ 0.401 −.25 .042∗ −.21 .084
HC 82.8% .43 .003∗∗ 0.575 .39 .003∗∗ .13 .207
HO 67.8% .30 .028∗ 0.586 .16 .136 .28 .042∗
DV 52.0% .19 .102 0.276 .04 .390 .05 .378
Table 4.4.: Evaluation results (mean/correlation τ /p-value): AFR and |B| trend







































































































































































Figure 4.5.: Development of AFR (on the left) and of |B| (on the right) in the CS
data sample over all deliveries (from 4 2005 to 4 2011).
Consequently, as shown in the right two columns of Table 4.4, the two metrics seem
to represent different aspects of the data. On the one hand, we find a negative depen-
dency (τ = −.21, p = .084) in CS data. On the other hand, we observe a positive one
in HC data (τ = .13, p= .207) and even a significant positive one in HO data (τ = .13,
p < .05).
4.3.2. Group Analyses
To validate the final two hypotheses of this chapter, H 2.2.3 and H 2.3.2, Table 4.5
shows our results for the above-described non-parametric tests on group differences
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Cross-sample test p-values
Data
[Conformity with Bendford’s Law (AFR)/
sample
weak planning efficiency (|B|]
MS CS HC HO DV
MS
1.00/ .000∗∗∗/ .000∗∗∗/ .000∗∗∗/ .106/
1.00 .778 .201 .003∗∗ .098
CS
.000∗∗∗/ 1.00/ .604/ .001∗∗∗/ .000∗∗∗/
.778 1.00 .493 .042∗ .036∗
HC
.000∗∗∗/ .604/ 1.00/ .000∗∗∗/ .000∗∗∗/
.201 .493 1.00 .288 .065
HO
.000∗∗∗/ .001∗∗∗/ .000∗∗∗/ 1.00/ .002∗∗/
.003∗∗ .042∗ .288 1.00 .004∗∗
DV
.106/ .000∗∗∗/ .000∗∗∗/ .002∗∗/ 1.00/
.098 .036∗ .065 .004∗∗ 1.00
Table 4.5.: Group differences with respect to AFR and |B| (p∗ < .05; p∗∗ < .01;
and p∗∗∗ < .001).
for both metrics. The results are denoted in a cross-group structure (25 combinations)
whereby the depicted p-values within a subgroup are trivial (1.00/1.00 forAFR/|B|).
We find highly significant differences for almost all AFR sample tests with p-values
close to zero except for the samples MS and DV. Again, we observe more heteroge-
neous results for the |B| sample tests. In contrast to our trend evaluation, we do not
find a strongly deviating behaviour of CS but rather two groups of test results: the
pairwise differences of MS, CS, HC are insignificant, while differences between HO
or DV and each of the samples in MS, CS, HC clearly reveal differences.
In summary, we can confirm H 2.1.1 and H 2.2.3, while we cannot support H 2.3.1
and H 2.3.2. The heterogeneous results in the weak planning efficiency evaluation
for the hypotheses H 2.3.1 and H 2.3.2 require further discussion and more in-depth
investigation. They indicate more complex relationships between Benford’s Law and
weak efficiency in financial planning data. Interestingly, the data groups in MS, CS,
HC contain only "real" subsidiaries within the same lines of business, whereas the
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other two are more heterogeneous. For example, entities in DV cannot clearly be as-
signed to one line of business. Although these phenomena cannot be explained until
now, at least these distinctive characteristics are somewhat reflected by the results of
our cross-group comparisons.
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The previous chapter introduced two different quality measures applied to finan-
cial planning data. Since the weak planning efficiency results revealed no systematic
behaviour, the present evaluation focusses on the quality indication provided by a
conformance with the expected Benford distribution. Nevertheless, weak planning
efficiency can be applied for case-sensitive investigations as it is shown in Section
6.3.1. To assure the validity of a Benford-based ex-ante quality indicator, a bench-
mark is required. Consequently, this chapter introduces the most frequently used
quality indicator data accuracy (cp. Section 2.3.2) and evaluates its ability to reflect
perceived data quality. Furthermore, we investigate the relationship between accu-
racy and Benford’s Law to prove the similar quality indication. The foundation for
the benchmark evaluation is provided in Section 5.1 with a detailed description of the
complex data base underlying the calculation and its preparation. Based upon this
methodology, Section 5.2 presents the core evaluation results and includes different
dimensions of data accuracy, their indications, and relationships to the previously
introduced indicators. Finally, this section concludes with first results for RQ 3.1 rep-
resenting the foundation for the steps towards a decision support service carried out
in the following chapter.
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5.1. Methodology
In analogy to previous chapters, this methodology section comprises of a detailed data
and analyses description along with the hypotheses that should be evaluated in this
chapter. Although, the available data in this chapter is mostly the same as before, im-
portant changes had to be made to enable the plan-actual comparison (Section 5.1.1).
These adaptations also led to slightly different evaluation methods as described in
Section 5.1.2.
5.1.1. Empirical Data Description
In contrast to the previous chapter, the calculations in this chapter are based on parts
of the planning data. According to Section 4.1.2, each data sample for the digit dis-
tribution calculation contained all items of one delivery, comprising of 15 months.
However, since each of these months have a different value-date and the value-date
is essential for accuracy (plan-actual) calculation, it was necessary to split up the data.
Figure 5.1 illustrates this dependency for value and plan quarters. In that way, for
each quarter of actual data there exist five quarters of planning (due to the 15 months
planning horizon and the resulting overlap between the deliveries– cp. also Section
4.1). Accuracy values can now be calculated for combinations of actual values with
corresponding planned values per plan quarter. Each of these five accuracy values is
characterized by the planning horizon of the underlying planning data lasting from
1− 3 to 13− 15 months. Furthermore, the actual data bases is limited to invoices is-
sued and received for the time period March 2008 (1 2008) to March 2012 (1 2012).
These restrictions result from technical limitations within our industrial partner for
the availability of actual data. To assure compliance, only relative values and linear
transformations of actual values are included in this work.
Similarly to all other evaluations, we again conducted the analyses for numerous sub-
samples. The definition is in conformance with previous chapters, however, we lim-









































































QPlan =QValue − 2
QPlan =QValue −1
QPlan =QValue − 4
QPlan =QValue − 5
Figure 5.1.: Planned and actual values underlying accuracy calculation in rolling
data.
of five sub-group samples (HC, MS, CS, and DV). This restriction is valid since the
expectation for differences between positive and negative data resulted from digital
analyses (Carslaw, 1988) that are not in the focus of this chapter. Furthermore, hold-
ing planning data entirely reflects subsidiary planning data and hence planning er-
rors are determined by errors in subsidiary data. Therefore, we exclude holding data
from accuracy evaluation. Nevertheless, we should be able to generate robust results
in this chapter based on the investigation of the remaining seven sub-samples.
5.1.2. Research Design
One major effect of the reduced data basis described in the previous section is the
limitation of the Benford analyses to the mean absolute deviation (MAD) calculation.
The reductions lead to a relatively low number of plan items for the different samples
causing wide confidence intervals in interferential analyses. That again would lead to
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perfect AFR-results for nearly all data samples throughout the complete time period
and hence provides no further insights. With the application of the metric MAD we
loose the significance indication, however, we gain a more detailed differentiation
over time that is more important in the context of the analyses performed in this
chapter. Furthermore, we are only interested in the relationship between first digit






|pexp (i)− pobs (i) |, (5.1)
where pexp (i) denotes the expected and pobs (i) the observed probability for digit i.
The accuracy assessment of the planning data first requires the calculation of the
planned foreign exchange exposure EP and the corresponding actual exposure EA.
EA is calculated based on booked transactions and consequently represents no real
exposure. However, to ease reading, both values are denoted as exposure. To avoid
mapping effects, we calculate the absolute percentage planning error up from the
lowest accessible level- per currency within each entity. The following aggregation


























where the absolute error AE per currency in Equation 5.2 is calculated as the ab-
solute difference between planned exposure EP and actual exposure EA. Further
















Based upon that, the absolute percentage error APE is calculated as the ration of AE
and corresponding actual exposure EA– per currency in case of Equation 5.2. For the
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interpretation of the achieved results, it is important to note that the accuracy aggre-
gation on entity and group level is a weighted aggregation. As can be seen in the
equation chains 5.3 and 5.4, the calculation of the APE through absolute error and
exposure is equivalent to a weighted mean of the APEs one aggregation level below.
These weights lead to an increased influence of planning errors with a high nominal
EA. Such a weighted aggregation is crucial to achieve results with practical impact.
Moreover, this accuracy measure is a rather pessimistic indicator in the context of our
industrial partner. Since accuracy is calculated separately for each entity (Equation
5.3) inter-company errors in planning data are taken into account twice and netting
effects resulting from positive and negative errors are avoided completely. In addi-
tion, the planning currency differs from the booking currency in some special cases,
for instance, due to legal requirements. We are aware of this special data structure
and take it into account for our evaluation. However, we might not know all cases
and that again can lead to increased planning errors.
Despite all these effects, the achieved results reveal a high overall accuracy in the
financial planning data of our industrial partner as can be seen in the following chap-


























where the aggregated exposures and errors are again calculated as sums according
to Equations 5.3 and 5.4. Per construction and due to netting effects, it holds |PE| <
|APE| for all sub-samples.
The decision for a different conformity indication in digital analyses and the addi-
tional accuracy calculation also influence the utilized statistical analyses: while we
conducted the non-parametric Kendall’s correlation before, we now chose the non-
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parametric Spearman correlation. Again, the decision for non-parametric approaches
was based on results of a Shapiro-Wilk distribution test where we observed signifi-
cant deviation from the normal distribution for most of the tested treatments. In
addition, the new evaluations eliminated tied ranks and hence allowed us to apply
Spearman rho (cp. Field (2009) and Section 4.1.2). For explanations of the reported
1-tailed level of significance p and the test statistic T (denoting the smaller value of
the two rank sums) in addition to the reported absolute value please refer to Field
(2009). Analogously to previous analyses, our results were backed up with Pearson
correlations.
5.1.3. Hypotheses
The first goal of this chapter is to validate data accuracy as a data quality indica-
tor in the domain of financial planning. The bases for this evaluation are unstruc-
tured expert interviews within our industrial partner revealing numerous quality as-
surance measures in financial planning: organisational restructuring, IS support for
data delivery, process improvement through automation, integration of validation
services, and workshops introducing the importance of appropriate planning to the
subsidiaries among other measures. All this effort leads to a strongly improved per-
ceived data quality over the last five years. Due to structural reasons, we are only
able to evaluate the development of data accuracy since January 2008. Nevertheless,
we address RQ 2.4 (Is data accuracy conform with perceived data quality?) through the
following two hypotheses:
H 2.4.1 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Data accuracy increases over the considered time period.
H 2.4.2 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Data accuracy increases with a reduced forecasting horizon.
While H 2.4.1 results from the above-described increased perceived data quality, the
second hypothesis is driven by the expectation of higher security with shorter plan-
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ning horizon. In this vein, a reduced forecast horizon for the same forecast items
should result in increased security and hence in increased data accuracy in good fi-
nancial planning data.
In the next step, we aim to introduce Benford’s Law as an ex-ante data quality indica-
tor. To do so, two-fold conditions have to be fulfilled: (i) Benford’s Law has to reflect
perceived data quality similarly to data accuracy, and (ii) a dependency between high
accuracy and small deviation from Benford’s distribution has to be shown. Conse-
quently, we are able to examine RQ 2.5 (Does Benford’s Law in financial planning data
assess data quality?) based on three hypotheses:
H 2.5.1 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Conformity with Benford’s Law increases over the considered time period.
H 2.5.2 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Conformity with Benford’s Law increases with a reduced forecasting hori-
zon.
H 2.5.3 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Conformity with Benford’s Law is positively correlated with data accuracy
over the considered time period.
To evaluate the hypotheses H 2.4.1, H 2.5.1 and H 2.5.3 we calculate the dependency
between the indicators for all five planning horizons. This procedure results in a total
sample size of N = 85 although we only have 17 points in time and hence strongly
increases the robustness of the results. For the remaining hypotheses H 2.4.2 and H
2.5.2 we do the evaluation the other way round: five points in time for 17 sub-samples
again leads to robust results with a total N = 85.
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5.2. Benchmarking Benford’s Law
In this section we answer the research question regarding the perceived data quality
in financial planning: (i) we investigate whether data accuracy is conform with all
expectations (5.2.1), and (ii) whether expectations are reflected in the conformity with
Benford’s Law (5.2.2). Finally, dependency between the two metrics is analysed.
5.2.1. Data Accuracy in Financial Planning
Data quality is a rather complex term. However, perceived data quality characteris-
tics in financial planning can be brought back to the two effects expressed in H 2.4.1
and H 2.4.2. In accordance to previous chapters, we again conduct our analyses to
numerous sub-samples (cp. Section 5.1.2) to achieve robust results. The complete
results for the development over time for accuracy (APE), the deviations from the
expected Benford distribution (MAD), and the dependency are listed in Table 5.1.
The strongest accuracy improvement over time can be observed in HC with ρ=−.73,
p < .001. Also the DV data (ρ = −.33, p < .001) and all aggregated samples (ρ =
−.46/− .39/− .41, p < .001) reveal a strong negative correlation. However, the MS
data exhibits no trend at all ρ= .02, p= .419. An explanation here might be the strong
insecurity in macro-economy over last years (cp. Section 6.2.1). In CS the trend even
is the other way round with a medium positive correlation ρ= .13, p= .115 probably
caused by strong seasonal effects (cp. Section 6.2.2).
Table 5.2 contains the complete results for the dependency on the planning horizon,
similarly structured as Table 5.1. However, the PE accuracy values are added to
investigate systematic over-planning. In DV a reduced planning horizon has the
greatest influence on data accuracy ρ = .27, p < .01. All other samples also exhibit
medium to strong positive relationships, even if the MS effect is not significant ρ= .13,
p = .120. It seams that the effect is stronger for large ρ = .21, p < .05 than for small
ρ = .16, p = .075 subsidiaries. However, CS again differs strongly from the expecta-
tions ρ = .04, p = .350. For PE the trend results are quite homogeneous, however,
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Data sample
APE MAD Benford Dependency
Mean ρ p Mean ρ p ρ p
Complete 58.7% −.46 .000∗∗∗ 0.0049 −.52 .000∗∗∗ .13 .126
Large 54.7% −.39 .000∗∗∗ 0.0065 −.48 .000∗∗∗ .16 .075
Small 69.8% −.41 .000∗∗∗ 0.0072 −.25 .010∗∗ .16 .071
HC 44.4% −.73 .000∗∗∗ 0.0099 −.42 .000∗∗∗ .47 .000∗∗∗
MS 55.3% .02 .419 0.0213 −.66 .000∗∗∗ −.22 .023∗
CS 84.2% .13 .115 0.0122 −.13 .114 −.08 .240
DV 90.2% −.33 .001∗∗∗ 0.0076 −.51 .000∗∗∗ .32 .002∗∗
Table 5.1.: Evaluation results (mean/correlation ρ/p-value): Data accuracy APE
and Benford MAD trend and dependency analyses over time in seven
data samples (p∗ < .05; p∗∗ < .01; and p∗∗∗ < .001).
Data sample
APE MAD Benford PE
Mean ρ p Mean ρ p Mean ρ p
Complete 58.7% .19 .043∗ 0.0049 .30 .003∗∗ 13.0% .18 .055
Large 54.7% .21 .027∗ 0.0065 .40 .000∗∗∗ 20.6% .10 .176
Small 69.8% .16 .075 0.0072 .38 .000∗∗∗ −2.4% .12 .133
HC 44.4% .19 .045∗ 0.0099 .37 .001∗∗∗ 17.2% .12 .143
MS 55.3% .13 .120 0.0213 .31 .002∗∗ 18.7% .10 .175
CS 84.2% .04 .350 0.0122 .05 .326 51.0% .05 .330
DV 90.2% .27 .006∗∗ 0.0076 .41 .000∗∗∗ −19.5% .04 .355
Table 5.2.: Evaluation results (mean/correlation ρ/p-value): Data accuracy APE/
PE and Benford MAD trend analyses over planning horizons in
seven data samples (p∗ < .05; p∗∗ < .01; and p∗∗∗ < .001).
the level of over- or under-planning reveals a strong heterogeneity. In this vein, we
observe a maximum correlation in Complete of ρ = .18, p = .055 and nearly no devel-
opment in CS and DV (ρ= .05, p= .330 and ρ= .04, p= .355). Nevertheless, none of
the developments is significant. The most striking over-planning of 51% is in CS data
and hence the PE results are completely in line with our previous findings. More-
over, they support our investigation of the over-planning behaviour in CS data in the
following chapter.
As an example for the two trends discussed above, Figure 5.2 depicts the APE and
MAD development for the fifth Large delivery. The graph shows the trend in APE
andMAD for all 14 of 17 deliveries – this reduction is due to technical restrictions dur-
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Figure 5.2.: Trend in accuracy APE (light grey) and Benford MAD (dark grey)
for the Large data sample over all deliveries (1 2008 to 1 2012).
ing the trend extraction (for a detailed description of trend calculation refer to Section
6.1.2); APE decreases from an average of 65% in 2008 to less than 40% throughout the
final deliveries. Figure 5.3 illustrates the influence of the planning horizon on APE
andMAD in Large data. For data with a planning horizon of more than 12 months we
observe an average planning error of more than 60%, meanwhile the planning error
for data with planning horizon below 3 months is below 50%.
Summing up the different evaluations of this section, the evaluation of both hypothe-
ses H 2.4.1 and H 2.4.2 revealed similar behaviour in five of our seven subgroups.
Consequently, although the results support the hypotheses in most parts we can only
conditionally answer RQ 2.4 in affirmation. Moreover, the noticeable results for MS
and CS data have to be further investigated regarding, for instance, external effects.
5.2.2. Data Accuracy Indication of Benford’s Law
According to the previous section, data accuracy reflects the perceived data quality
in financial planning data at large. However, data accuracy is an ex-post quality
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Forecast Horizon! Forecast Horizon!
Figure 5.3.: Development of accuracy APE (on the left) and Benford MAD (on
the right) in the Large data sample over all 5 planning horizons (from
1-3 months up to 13-15 months).
indicator and for an appropriate validation of the delivered planning data an ex-ante
indicator is required. Such an ex-ante validation can be performed based on Benford’s
Law, if and only if, Benford’s Law also reflects perceived data quality and correlates
positively with data accuracy in the ideal case. Consequently, this section investigates
the hypotheses H 2.5.1, H 2.5.2, and H 2.5.3.
In analogy to the previous section, the results for the deviation from Benford’s Law
MAD are separated into the development over time in Tables 5.1 and the change in
dependence of the planning horizon 5.2. Moreover, the Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are not
limited to the trend in accuracy values, but include the Benford trend indication as
well. In Figure 5.2 it can be seen that MAD decreases from around 0.006 in 4 2008 to
under 0.004 in 1 2012. This trend perfectly depicts a corresponding, highly significant
decrease of ρ = −.48, p < .001 in the underlying data (cp. Table 5.1). Approximately
the same decrease can be observed in Figure 5.3 for the planning horizon – more than
0.007 with 13 – 15 months planning horizon to 0.005 with 1–3 months corresponding
to ρ = .40, p < .001. These results for Large data are supported by the other sub-
samples.
We achieve strongly significant correlations for all samples, except of CS. Remarkably,
the highest dependency can be observed in MS with ρ=−.66, p < .001, where we had
no trend at all in accuracy. For all other samples (Complete/Large/HC/DV) the trend
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is more or less the same, nevertheless strong (ρ = −.52,ρ = −.48,ρ = −.42,ρ = −.51
and p < .001). Also the lowest value for small entities (ρ = −.25, p < .01) is still a
medium strong and significant correlation. In contrast to the accuracy results, MAD
improves in CS over time, too. However, the development is not significant. The
analogy in theAPE andMAD results is also reflected in the dependency between the
time series. Despite CS and MS data, we observe a positive correlation in all samples,
reaching from ρ = .13, p = .126 in Complete to ρ = .47, p < .001 in HC data. Although
the dependency in Large and Small is only between small and medium strength, it is
also close to significance in both cases (ρ= .16, p= .075 and ρ= .16, p= .071).
Additionally, the results in planning horizon are quite similar in APE and MAD.
Again, the strongest effect can be observed in DV and Large (ρ = .41,ρ = .40 and
p < .001). Moreover, Small and HC exhibit rather the same effect strength (ρ= .38,ρ=
.37, p < .001), meanwhile the effect in MS and Complete is a bit smaller, nevertheless
strongly significant (ρ = .31,ρ = .30, p < .01). Overall, the effect sizes are higher in
MAD than in APE. Finally, like in all investigations before, CS data provides differ-
ing results with no effect at all (ρ= .05, p < .326).
Taking all results for the conformity with the Benford distribution into account, we
can state that the perceived development over time (H 2.5.1) and with reduced plan-
ning horizon (H 2.5.2) is mostly reflected in the deviation from the expected distribu-
tion. In addition, almost all accuracy characteristics are present and there even exists
a significant or at least nearly significant dependency between the two metrics (H
2.5.3). Consequently, they have an indication for the appropriateness of conformity
with Benford’s Law as an indicator for data accuracy (RQ 2.5). For further applica-
tion of Benford’s Law in corporate financial planning and for further evaluations this
final result along with the divergent behaviour in CS data is of high importance.
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Impact
The results presented in the previous chapter provide extensive insights into the char-
acteristics of the quality metric data accuracy. Especially the ability of reflecting per-
ceived data quality is shown and based upon that, the conformity with Benford’s Law
is introduced as an ex-ante quality metric. However, both evaluations also revealed
conflicting results in minor parts of the data samples. This divergent behaviour raises
the question about other, maybe external effects that might influence data quality.
Consequently, the following sections present the stepwise procedure of diving deeper
into the data for both samples with divergent results in Chapter 5. Starting with the
investigation of external factors behind MS and CS planning accuracy in Section 6.2,
Section 6.3 applies these patterns to identify the most promising data sub-sample for
further investigations. Thereafter, it is of great interest to detect unknown planning
patterns that allow for recommendations regarding the planning data generation to
achieve business impact.
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6.1. Methodology
The data foundation in this chapter mostly stays the same as in the previous chap-
ter. However, alterations have to be made that are briefly introduced in this section.
Based upon this, we present research design and investigated hypotheses in Sections
6.1.2 and 6.1.3.
6.1.1. Empirical Data Description
As above-mentioned, the available data in this chapter is similar to Chapter 5. How-
ever, the investigation of research questions RQ 3.1 and RQ 3.3 requires one addition
and one modification:
Additional data: to decide whether planning accuracy is influenced by macro-
economical insecurity or not it is necessary to generate an indicator for inse-
curity. In stock price theory, insecurity is often measured through volatility
(Hull, 2009). Furthermore, the most important and best known stock price in-
dex is the Dow Jones that is calculated based on the stock price development of
the most important American enterprises. Consequently, we adopted the Dow
Jones volatility as insecurity indicator for financial planning. To achieve compa-
rable numbers, we calculate 17 average Dow Jones volatilities per quarter based
on the end of day values from first quarter 2008 to the first quarter 2012.
Modified data: to finally decide about data quality and hence to give recommenda-
tions on a decision support service, it is of particular importance to investigate
the real numbers and not aggregated or relative indicators as we did in the pre-
vious chapter. Therefore, we again start with high level evaluations based on
the absolute percentage error (APE), but proceed looking at the underlying ex-
posure numbers. These exposure numbers are the actual and planned exposure
EA and EP as they have been introduced in Section 5.1.1.
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Finally, it is important to note that the investigations in this chapter are based through
one single accuracy calculation incorporating only the latest planning data (short
planning horizon of up to three months – cp. Sections 4.1.2 and 5.1.3). Based upon
these alterations it is possible to achieve more detailed insights as they are necessary
to answer the relevant research questions in this chapter.
6.1.2. Research Design
The overall research design applied in this chapter is completely the same as in the
previous chapter with respect to the interferential analyses, conformity with the Ben-
ford distribution, and finally data accuracy. We again conduct the non-parametric
Spearman correlation to detect dependencies, calculate MAD for Benford according
to Equation 5.1 and accuracy levels as described in the Equations 5.2 to 5.4.
However, since the goal of this chapter is the extraction of individual patterns per
sub-sample further analyses procedure are required. To gain such knowledge, we
conduct a stepwise procedure: (i) the evaluation of characteristics on group level, (ii)
the prosecution of the findings on entity level, and (iii) the explanation of the char-
acteristic behaviour based on detected anomalies on the basic currency level. Section
6.1.1 already introduced special data necessary to evaluate MS group characteristics.
Now, the investigation of seasonal effects in CS data requires the separation of the
original time series xi, i denoting the 17 points in time of the evaluation (Section







SE(t) = x(t)−MA(t). (6.2)
As can easily be seen in Equation 6.1, the MA can be calculated from 4 2008 (t = 4)
onwards. This leads to a reduced time series for all evaluations based on the MA
(cp. Figure 6.2). For the decisions during the steps (ii) and (iii) we make use of the
extensive knowledge about subgroup and entity structures gathered within the close
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cooperation with our industrial partner. This knowledge resultes in the stepwise de-
velopment of the expectations E 1 to E 4 in Section 6.1.3 and finally allows us to
evaluate H 3.2.3 and answer the corresponding research questions.
6.1.3. Hypotheses
Based on the expected patterns detected in the previous chapter, it is now possible to
investigate deviations and characteristics of subgroups and specific entities. All asso-
ciated hypotheses are derived in multiple steps, recursively founded on each other.
Again based on expertise of knowledge workers within the holding, the expected
subgroup patterns can be divided into "macro-economical patterns", "seasonal pat-
terns", and no patterns at all. Due to the dependence on the automotive industries in
Material Science we expect to detect dependencies on macro-economic insecurities.
In Crop Science data we anticipate seasonal effects resulting from large deliveries in
spring and payments after harvesting in fall. In Health Care (constant business, af-
fected mainly by patent claims) and diverse entities (overlapping influences) we do
not expect any patterns. Summing up, we examine the following two hypothesis for
RQ 3.1:
H 3.1.1 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Material Science planning accuracy decreases in times of macro-economical
insecurity.
H 3.1.2 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Crop Science planning accuracy exhibits seasonal behaviour.
However, for the decision about the further evaluation the results based on Benford’s
Law and weak planning efficiency are of particular importance. While conformity
with Benford’s Law, weak planning efficiency, and accuracy exhibit no systematic
effects in MS data, the metrics show conflicting effects in CS data. The resulting con-
trary indication attracted our interest and led to the central research question of this
chapter RQ 3.2 (Can conformity with Benford’s Law or weak planning efficiency provide
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planning quality indications beyond data accuracy?). Addressing this research question
requires a detailed examination of systematic effects in the results. In doing so, we
stepwise dive deeper into the data to identify the underlying data structures causing
these effects. According to Section 6.1.1, the lowest available data level is the currency
data per entity. Hence, the stepwise approach expressed in the following hypotheses
terminates at this currency level:
H 3.2.1 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Seasonal behaviour in Crop Science planning accuracy can be traced back to
accuracy in a certain entity.
H 3.2.2 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Seasonal behaviour in a certain entity’s accuracy can be traced back to USD
planning.
On this substantial level it is now possible to decide whether the accuracy for data
quality was right or if Benford’s Law and weak planning efficiency provide addi-
tional insights. Since the main contra-indication is provided for data quality in the
first delivery quarter, we have to investigate the most complex and most important
hypothesis:
H 3.2.3 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
High data accuracy in Crop Science first quarter data can be explained by
delayed data adjustments.
If it is possible to accept this hypothesis, we would find an indication for answering
RQ 3.1 in the affirmative. Furthermore, the detailed investigation leading to this
answer promises additional insights for RQ 3.3. Altogether, it would be possible
to provide empirical evidence for the relevance of our quality indicators along with
managerial impact.
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6.2. Pattern in Subgroup Data
This section provides remarkable characteristics of data accuracy extending the find-
ings provided in the previous chapter. Numerous external effects influence subgroup
planning in dependence on the respective business line. To enable the incorporation
of such effects in financial planning quality assurance, Sections 6.1 and 6.2 introduce
and evaluate dependencies between different external indicators and the material and
crop science subgroup.
6.2.1. Macro-Economical Insecurity influencing Material Science
As described in Section 6.1.1 we measure insecurity in macro-economy through the
volatility in Dow Jones. As expected, we observe a positive correlation between the
two time series. However, we even get a strong and significant positive correlation of
ρ= .52, p < .05.
Considering the fact that financial planning data is generated at least one quarter in
advance, it is reasonable to assume a lag of one quarter between planning insecurity
and reduced planning accuracy. Hence, we shifted the accuracy time series one quar-
ter back. This procedure leads to the two time series depicted in Figure 6.1. Therein,
it can easily be seen that volatility in the Dow Jones is very closely linked to insecurity
in financial planning and exhibits similar movements. Consequently, the correlation
between these two time series is even greater ρ = .62, p < .01. Interestingly, a respec-
tive dependency on Benford’s Law or weak planning efficiency does not exist. The
correlation between Dow Jones and deviation from Benford’s Law ρ= −.08, p= .375
and weak planning efficiency ρ = .03, p = .452 are both close to zero and far away
from significance.
Summing up, we can accept H 3.1.1 and for further investigations aiming at decision
support for MS entities, it is valid to imply a dependency between macro-economical
indicators and accuracy in financial planning data. Of note, however, for the success
of such services it is crucial to choose the respective indicators carefully.
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Figure 6.1.: Development of APE in MS planning data (light grey) compared to
volatility in the Dow Jones index (dark grey) – from 1 2008 to 1 2012.
6.2.2. Seasonal Effects in Crop Science
According to Section 6.1.2, we have a clear expectation of the seasonal effects in CS
data: the planning accuracy decreases over the year, i.e. APE increases over the
year. To systematically evaluate this expectation, we calculate the influence of the
progressing quarter on the complete CS sample, the most important entities, and on
the currencies with the highest impact in entity A’s data, that is the major CS en-
tity. (Both classifications are based on the actual exposure volume). To visualise the
seasonality of CS planning error, the left hand Figure in 6.2 contains three different
time series: (i) the original APE in CS data, (ii), the trend calculated as the moving
average of the original time series, and (iii) the seasonal component. As can easily
be seen, the lowest error is in March deliveries meanwhile the November deliveries
incorporate the largest planning error. The other two quarters range somewhere in
between.In addition, the right hand Figure in 6.2 illustrates the same effects in the
numbers produced by Entity A.
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Figure 6.2.: APE (black line), trend (dark grey) and seasonal effect (light grey):
Development in total CS planning data – on the left – compared to
major CS company – on the right (from 4 2008 to 1 2012).
The complete dependency results listed in Table 6.1 strengthen these descriptive find-
ings: for both, total CS data and major entity A, we observe very strong and signif-
icant seasonal increases of APE, ρ = .70, p < .001 and ρ = .73, p < .001, respectively.
However, these results are not representative for all CS entities as easily can be seen
in the results for the entities B and C: with ρ= .24, p= .174 and ρ=−.19, p= .234 the
seasonal effect is barely positive or even negative. To get a differentiated view on the
first entity, we calculated the same analyses for the most important currency in entity
A planning to identify the key drivers for this level. The results are more heteroge-
neous as for the entity level: USD with the highest exposure is one key driver with a
seasonal increase of ρ= .72, p < .01. Nevertheless, for instance, GBP has no significant
effect (ρ= .36, p= .075).
Summing up, these results are in line with H 3.2.1 and for further investigation it is
reasonable to look for drivers of the seasonal increase in the respective entity data.
Moreover, we find indication H 3.2.2, although, we are not able to prove that USD is
the only driver of the seasonal increase in planning error. Nevertheless, these insights
into the data dependencies along with remarkable findings regarding the relationship
between Benford and weak planning efficiency on the one hand and accuracy on the
other hand (cp. Section 6.3.1) enable us to start developing specific recommendations





Crop Entity Entity Entity Currency Currency
p Science A B C USD GBP
Season 1.00 .70, .73, .24, −.19, .72, .36,.001∗∗∗ .000∗∗∗ .174 .234 .001∗∗∗ .075
Crop 1.00 .99, .56, −.09, .93, .38,
Science .000∗∗∗ .010∗ .365 .000∗∗∗ .065
Entity 1.00 .50, −.16, .94, .31,
A .02∗ .268 .000∗∗∗ .110
Entity 1.00 .25, .45, .58,
B .164 .035∗ .007∗∗






Table 6.1.: Cross-correlations ρ along with the respective p-values between 6 ac-
curacy time series with 17 points in time each and a seasonal indicator
(p∗ < .05; p∗∗ < .01; and p∗∗∗ < .001).
6.3. Decision Support
The last sections provided a detailed characterization of the different data samples
founded on multiple metrics. Yet, the indications are not unique for all metrics. Con-
sequently, Section 6.3.1 presents a detailed discussion of the partly contrary indica-
tions. Thereafter, we try to generate valuable insights and to extend the previously
found patterns with the goal of entity specific recommendations in Section 6.3.2 that
can be incorporated in a decision support system. Additional opportunities are of-
fered by Benford’s Law in the domain of decision support services that are briefly
presented in the final Section 6.3.3.
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6.3.1. Contra-Indications between Benford’s Law and Data Accuracy
The evaluations in the previous Section 6.2 reveal a strong seasonal increase in CS
data and therein especially in the entity A data. During the investigation of the data
characteristics it turnes out that it is a reasonable expectation that inefficiencies in the
planning procedure cause these strong effects as it is expressed in H 3.2.3.
These expectations have their origin in contrary indications provided by Benford’s
Law and weak planning efficiency in contrast to accuracy. To illustrate these effects,
the first line in Table 6.2 lists the correlation between progressing quarters and ac-
curacy (APE), conformity with Benford’s Law (MAD) and weak planning efficiency
(|B|) for CS in total and entity A. According to Section 5.2.1 we have a strong increase
in APE for both, CS and entity A (ρ= .70, ρ= .73, p < .001). For both samples MAD
and |B| exhibit a contrary effect or at least reveal no trend at all. MAD has a medium
decrease in CS and entity A data (ρ = −.22, p = .197, ρ = −.28, p = .141), meanwhile
|B| is constant in CS data (ρ = −.07, p = .401) and decreases strongly and close to
significance in entity A (ρ = −.34, p = .09). Summing up, accuracy indicates a de-
cline in data quality over the year, while Benford’s Law and weak planning efficiency
indicate an increase in the same time interval.
This contrast is strongest in the first quarter. As can be seen in Figure 6.3 (CS), APE
decreases strongly in the quarters 1 2010, 1 2011, and 1 2012 and points out an increase
in accuracy. However, at the same point in time, MAD and hence the deviation from
Benford’s distribution increases. The same behaviour can be observed in entity A
data. The resulting effect is illustrated in Figure 6.4 for weak planning efficiency that
decreases in the first quarters (increase in the depicted |B|). These contrary indica-
tions led to the second last research question of this work RQ 3.2 (Can conformity with
Benford’s Law or weak planning efficiency provide planning quality indications beyond data
accuracy?). In this vein, the findings illustrated in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are the starting
point of the in depth evaluation in the next section and are inevitably connected to
the final RQ 3.3 (Can entity specific recommendation be derived based on Benford’s Law,





APE MAD |B| APE MAD |B|
p CS CS CS A A A
Season 1.00 .70, −.22, −.07, .73, −.28, −.34,.001∗∗∗ .197 .401 .000∗∗∗ .141 .090
APE 1.00 −.40, −.17, .99, −.28, .52,
CS .057 .261 .000∗∗∗ .139 .017∗
MAD 1.00 .23, −.44, −.27, .25,
CS .187 .038∗ .150 .172
|B| 1.00 −.13, −.44, .63,
CS .306 .038∗ .003∗∗






Table 6.2.: Cross-correlations τ along with the respective p-values between two
accuracyAPE, two BenfordMAD, and two efficiency |B| time series
with 17 points in time each and a seasonal indicator (p∗ < .05; p∗∗ <



































































































































Figure 6.3.: Development of accuracyAPE (dark grey) and BenfordMAD (light
grey) in CS data sample over all deliveries (from 1 2008 to 1 2012).
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Figure 6.4.: Development of accuracy APE (dark grey) and efficiency |B| (light
grey) in entity A data sample over all deliveries (from 1 2008 to 1
2012).
6.3.2. Managerial Impact
As above-described, this section introduces a stepwise procedure leading to a spe-
cific recommendation for the data refinement of entity A based on indications for
the confirmation of H 3.2.3. Although this hypothesis is a contradiction to H 2.5.3 at
first glance, both hypotheses can easily be brought into line: the general indication
regarding trends evaluated in H 2.5.3 is similar in Benford’s Law and data accuracy,
however, a combination of both metrics can reveal in depth results.
The procedure presented in this section can be separated into four steps, each of
which is the examination of one expectation E. As described in detail in the previous
section, the investigation is initiated by the contra-indication between the different
quality metrics:
E 1 The seasonal APE increase in entity A data is driven by USD numbers.




E 3 Systematic over-planning exists in USD numbers over the complete considered
time period.
E 4 Planned exposure lags one quarter behind actual USD exposure.
The key role of USD in entity A data can easily be shown based on the dependencies
presented in Table 6.1: the seasonal effect in entity A data (ρ = .73, p < .000∗∗∗) is
present in USD data with almost the same effect size (ρ= .72, p < .001∗∗∗). Moreover,
both time series exhibit an approximately perfect positive correlation between each
other (ρ= .94, p< .000∗∗∗). These dependencies can be explained by the large partition
of USD in the total entity A volume and consequently allow us to accept E 1.
To investigate the following expectations E 2 and E 3, Figure 6.5 depicts the devel-
opment of actual (EAusd – dark grey) and planned USD exposure (E
P
usd – light grey)
in entity A data over all deliveries (4 2008 to 1 2012) for original data (bold line) and
trend MA (dashed line), calculated as moving average (cp. Section 6.1.2). Both, EAusd
and EPusd, exhibit strong seasonal behaviour. However, the expected decrease over
the year expressed in E 2 is only present in actual data (−.55, p < .05), which leads
to the extremely low accuracy in the forth quarters. Moreover, in 2010, the relative
difference between planned and actual MA reaches the maximum of 100% of the ac-
tual value that goes down to less than 50% at the beginning of 2012. Despite this
improvement Figure 6.5 clearly shows strong over-planning of 67% on average and
EPusd < E
A
usd only holds in 1 2011 and 1 2012. These first impressions of systematic
deviations between planned and actual numbers initiated further evaluations of the
exposure values, expressed in E 4.
To prove a time lag of one quarter between EPusd and E
A
usd, we compare the depen-
dency between the original time series to the dependency between the original actual
time series and the planned time series moved back by one quarter. Both time series
duos are presented in Figure 6.6. Especially in the latest time period starting in 2010
the time series on the right are much closer to each other. This visual difference can
also be found in the statistical results: in the original time series we observe a depen-
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Figure 6.5.: Development of EAusd (dark grey) and E
P
usd (light grey) in entity A
data over all deliveries (4 2008 to 1 2012) – original data (bold line)












































































































































Figure 6.6.: Seasonal effect SE inEAusd (dark grey) andE
usd
P (light grey) in entity
A data over all deliveries (4 2008 to 1 2012) – original time series (on




dency of .46,p = .056 and only .35,p = .178 (2010 to 2012). In contrast, the modified
time series reveal a strong dependency of .62,p < .05 and even .70,p < .05 for the later
time period (2010 to 2012) that strongly indicates the expected lag of one quarter.
Finally, summing up all results from the investigation of E 1 to E 4, it seems that the
strong exposure reduction in the forth quarter is not anticipated. Moreover, a faulty
reduction in the first quarter along with over-planning leads to the highest accuracy
in the first quarter and hence we get strong indication for confirming H 3.2.3. All
together, these findings indicate that taking actual numbers into account does not
necessarily lead to improved planning. Entity A seems to integrate actual numbers
into the planning since 2010 resulting in a perfect reflection of seasonal effects with
a lag of one quarter. Expert interviews revealed another possible explanation for the
delay: the subsidiaries receive input updates shortly after the planing data genera-
tion. That means, the information is integrated with a gap of one quarter and this
delayed integration causes the lag in the numbers. Consequently, the managerial im-
pact can be two-fold: (i) it has to be checked whether the input and data generation
cycle can be brought together, and (ii) if organizational changes are not possible, the
gap can be anticipated for the final data aggregation within the holding. Indepen-
dent of the realized improvement, correct integration of the seasonal effects holds
significant improvement potential of 56% since 2010 (still 35% for the complete time
period).
6.3.3. Benford’s Law in Practice
The analyses presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are the foundations for the design of
our decision support service. The basic findings about Benford’s Law in actual data,
the increasing conformity of financial planning data to Benford’s Law over the time
(H 2.1.1), and finally the conformity with data accuracy (H 2.5.3) form the justification
to apply digital analyses in business intelligence systems. In accordance with the dis-
covery of characteristics for the different data sub-samples (H 2.2.1 and H 2.2.2), the
knowledge about the conformity of financial planning data to Benford’s Law enables
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us to provide specified recommendations. Transferring these results into IT- based,
automated decision support services, we can enrich the digit analyses with both addi-
tional statistical evaluations and expert knowledge. For example, different rounding
behaviours or the consciously intended creation of duplicate numbers (e.g. through
copy-and-pasting) affect the expected distribution of the delivered data. Adding ex-
pert knowledge on compliance requirements of the respective company acceptable
and non-acceptable adaptations can be classified.
An exemplary, real-world decision support service taken from our industry partner
could be the following: since numbers above 100,000 require further planning details
due to compliance rules, numbers slightly below 100,000 may be overrepresented to
save the knowledge workers time and effort. Such knowledge can be transferred and
automated into the decision support service along with the knowledge on the Ben-
ford distribution in financial planning data as shown in this thesis. The manager,
who accesses such a service through a business intelligence system, e.g. a corporate
financial portal, may then be pointed to a following pattern: numbers beginning with
a "9" (e.g. 99,000) are highly overrepresented in the first digit with a probability of
11.5% (instead of the expected 4.9%). Based upon the results for H 2.2.1 and H 2.2.2,
such a notification can be further enhanced, for instance, by an investigation of the
second digit for positive data of a large entity. An additional application is rounding
behaviour in numbers with extraordinary high volume. In a scenario with a strongly
increased percentage of "0" and "5" in the second digit position, the financial planner
will be pointed to all numbers with a total volume greater than, for instance, 100 mil-
lion. In numbers with such a volume, rounding up or down to the above-mentioned
second digits can result in a rounded volume of up to 25 million, which is not ac-
ceptable within the financial planning of our industrial partner. In both scenarios the
manager is able to further investigate the issue as a result of the "alert". As expressed
through the thresholds, such a decision support service can be adopted in new envi-







The last years were strongly affected by the financial crisis. Insecurity and volatility
in all kinds of financial markets led to a striking importance of proper liquidity and
exposure planning in enterprises. The challenges for optimizing the process of data
integration and validation in global companies are even greater due to distributed
and heterogeneous data generation processes. To address these challenges, this work
introduced a multi-stage approach for quality assurance in financial planning starting
with a flexible redesign model and concluding with detailed analyses of historical and
actual data.
7.1. Contribution
Data quality in financial planning has multiple dimensions and the same is true for
quality assurance in financial planning. Consequently, the contribution of this work
addresses process-driven and data-driven data quality separately. The first important
contribution of the performed process related evaluation is the ability to actually
quantify the benefit of a theoretical redesign model proposed in academia by im-
plementing it in a real-world setting of substantial business impact. To date, such
a redesign model has neither been implemented and integrated in business-relevant
processes in a large company that acts worldwide nor run over a significant time
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producing a large set of real performance data. In that way, we are able to show
that theoretical redesign models cannot only be successfully realized in highly rel-
evant domains and enterprises but also have the potential to significantly improve
timeliness (RQ 1.2), completeness, and consistency (RQ 1.3) in financial planning data.
Consequently, we find strong indication for answering the following first research
question and all corresponding sub-research questions in affirmation:
RQ 1 – INNOVATIVE BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN –
Can a redesign model be derived that increases data quality and similarly offers
standardization and flexibility to assure practical relevance?
Thereby, redesigning financial planning processes in particular and semi-structured
processes in general requires very flexible, non-standard approaches that are not pro-
vided in existing literature. This necessity led to RQ 1.1 and the design science based
development of a new redesign formalization that is applicable to all kinds of pro-
cesses, independent of their structural level and their domain. Furthermore, we
formulated the special redesign challenges in the six requirements in Section 3.2.1.
Based on that, the model was founded on a well-structured literature representation
(the objectivesO) and domain characterization (represented by the constraints C) and
a stepwise algorithm for business process redesign was introduced. The theoretical
foundation for the model development were universally accepted methodologies: the
design science approach of Hevner et al. (2004) and the stage activity framework by
Kettinger et al. (1997). Through the fulfilment of all predefined requirements rele-
vance and research rigour of the model were strengthened.
To evaluate the applicability, we applied the model to an example semi-structured
process and documented best practices. Furthermore, a qualitative evaluation was
performed through a case study at our industry partner. Therein, the development
of constraints and shortcomings was documented for each single redesign step. The
redesign started with the traditional financial planning process and presented a step-
wise automation and implementation of the manual processes as a service-orientated
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architecture. As a result, the strength of the approach was shown to facilitate Finan-
cial Planning as a Service (FiPlaaS) by redesigning tasks within information systems
specifically for financial planning.
In more detail, several key performance indicators of the financial planning process
prior to and after the redesign were scrutinized to show and substantiate these find-
ings. The core results of the evaluation demonstrated a reduction in Processing Time
of up to 48% in working days and 19% in working weeks. Interferential analysis
showed significant results for all deliveries in overall data. Moreover, we showed an
improvement of the overall Planning Time of up to 19% which is also significant for
three of the four regarded data samples. These changes in Planning Time are strength-
ened by a reduction of up to one entire working week in 80% Resolution Time.
Certainly, several business-related benefits for the industry partner come along with
these results. Most importantly, the reduced Processing Time has unleashed resources
that allowed additional validations to increase other financial planning data qual-
ity dimensions. The quality improvements yielded by the additional validations are
strongly indicated by the significant Number of Cycles increase of 15% in Novem-
ber 2010 compared to November 2009. We are aware of potential biases in the data
which may, for instance, be caused by organizational changes and time effects. Nev-
ertheless, including the significantly increased Number of Cycles in November and
additional expert interviews that were conducted after the study, we can demonstrate
increased communication activity in September 2010 and November 2010. This activ-
ity is caused by additional intra- and inter-subsidiary as well as inter-period plan-
ning validations. Remarkably, the improvement of all time-related KPIs is strong
even though the above-mentioned, new and probably time-consuming extended val-
idations came into effect in June 2010. The reduction in process runtime unleashed
valuable capacity and, hence, generates measurable business value.
Summing up, in this first part of the thesis the improvement in three of four qual-
ity dimensions (completeness, consistency and timeliness) through corporate financial
planning redesign was shown.
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For the data-driven quality assurance performed in this thesis, the probably most in-
tricate contribution was to establish the conformity with Benford’s Law as a quality
and ex-ante accuracy indicator. Towards this goal, four interim steps had to be per-
formed: the general conformity of financial planning data with Benford’s Law had to
be shown (RQ 2.1), the ability of indicating differences between subgroups (RQ 2.2).
Based on this, we had to prove the representation of perceived data quality and the
interdependency between data accuracy and conformity with Benford’s Law (RQ 2.4
and RQ 2.5). Beside all this effort, the ability of the indicator planning efficiency in
detecting differences between subgroups was also investigated (RQ 2.3). Finally, it
was possible to answer the second research question of this thesis with all associated
sub-research questions in affirmation:
RQ 2 – EX-ANTE QUALITY METRIC –
Can existing quality metrics be introduced to financial planning data to gen-
erate an ex-ante quality indication?
In more detail, this work transfers analyses based on Benford’s Law into a new do-
main: financial planning data. The results are based on a substantial set of empirical
data that was provided by a globally acting, renowned large enterprise in pharmaceu-
tical and chemical industry. Via statistical analyses of this data, we generally showed
that financial planning data in fact follows Benford’s Law as a contribution to the
state of science. To this end, the average fulfilment rate (AFR) was introduced as a
new quality measure to enhance the interpretation of deviations from the Benford
distribution. In more detail, an increased conformity of the underlying data sample
to Benford’s Law over the considered time period was proven: a significant depen-
dency between progressing time and increasing AFR was demonstrated for 15 of a
total of 18 data treatments.
In order to transfer these findings into business relevant decision support services
and to enhance the assessment of financial planning data quality, we investigated the
data structure in detail in two group analyses. Through this way, analyses were con-
ducted to validate whether decision support services that incorporate Benford’s Law
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are appropriate to increase perceived planning data quality. In more detail, we indi-
cated that AFR in the underlying financial planning data depends on the entity size
and AFR in data delivered by large entities is higher than in the financial planning
data delivered by small entities. For the second group analysis that was designed
to validate whether the AFR in the underlying financial planning data with a posi-
tive prefix is higher than in financial planning data with negative prefix, conflicting
results for first and second digit were observed. However, as expected, differences
were present in the second digit (Carslaw, 1988; Thomas, 1989). Thus, the suggested
separation of positive and negative numbers related to Benford’s Law seems to play
a significant role in the underlying domain.
In addition, weak planning efficiency was introduced as a second candidate quality
measure for financial planning data. In this vein, we applied two novel measures
for the analysis of rolling planning data. Yet, the gained results were very hetero-
geneous: negative or no efficiency development at all and few differences between
subgroups. The only conformity was in CS data where the contra-indication between
Benford and accuracy was observed. In this case, planning efficiency is completely
in line with Benford’s Law and provides additional motivation for the investigation
beyond accuracy. Hopefully, these findings will provide a foundation for further in-
vestigations on dependencies within the financial planning process. The detection of
such dependencies could leverage the implementation of new kinds of specialized
decision support services in financial controlling.
For the examination of accuracy in financial planning, the planning data base was
restricted to exposure data due to the limited actual data to ensure comparability.
In this limited amount of data, the AFR was not applicable, however, this was no
disadvantage as the focus was on development only. Since perceived data quality
has two dimensions, we also evaluated the development of Benford conformity and
accuracy in two direction: firstly, the development over time and secondly the devel-
opment with decreasing planning horizon. In both ways the perceived data quality
increased. In detailed analyses during this work it was shown that accuracy is in
line with these expectations for five of seven sub-samples. Yet, the effect is more
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pronounce for the development over time, consequently, the level of significance is
higher, too. Remarkably, the effects are even stronger for the conformity with Benford
for all sub-samples in both directions. The only non-significant effects are present in
CS data. Even more striking: CS also showed no significant trend in accuracy, for
either of the two perceived data quality dimensions. This fact was the first effect
pushing further evaluations towards the CS data sample.
The applicability of the conformity with Benford’s Law as accuracy indicator was fi-
nally indicated by the dependency between the two indicators (conformity with Ben-
ford’s Law and accuracy) over time: in five of seven samples the positive dependency
between the indicators is significant or at least close to significance. The strength of
these results is very remarkable since such systematic comparative analyses of the
two indicators have not been published before. Furthermore, we can constitute a lot
future work on such a set of indicators. Beside extended decision support services,
systematic accuracy analyses enable additional evaluations of the redesign success.
Most important, this new quality indicator revealed empirical findings with manage-
rial impact in the analyses of plan and actual data. Thereby, we found indication
that accuracy as a single quality indicator is not enough to generate valuable insights
into the data structure and inefficient data structures cannot be detected completely.
Moreover, the introduction of the conformity with Benford’s Law as additional qual-
ity indicator solved two major problems: firstly, a refined quality indication in com-
bination with accuracy detects previously unknown inefficiencies and, secondly, a
reliable ex-ante quality indication can be provided at the point of data generation.
Actually, the conformity with Benford’s Law is an objective quality indication in the
sense that it does not depend on company standards regarding, for instance, con-
sistency. Since data accuracy can only be calculated ex-post (actual data accessible),
this additional information holds strong potential for improvement. With these sig-




RQ 3 – BUSINESS INSIGHTS –
Can compositions of actual and planning data provide business insights?
As already introduced in the last paragraph, the most astonishing and as it turned
out, most valuable insights during the evaluation of this superior research question
were generated in answering RQ 3.2 (Can conformity with Benford’s Law or weak plan-
ning efficiency provide planning quality indications beyond data accuracy?). In the scenario
of the most important CS entity A, the planning error significantly increased through-
out the year (average increase of more than 300%), however, with a very low plan-
ning error below 50% in the first quarter. In contrast, the deviation from Benford’s
Law decreased over the same period of time (average decrease of more than 20%).
These conflicting results initiated an in depth investigation to verify the origin of the
planning error in entity A data with the goal of deriving an entity specific recommen-
dation for quality improvement (RQ 3.3). In doing so, we detected a high depen-
dency between accuracy in complete and USD data of ρ= .94. Moreover, accuracy in
USD was driven by the strongly seasonal exposure development. A comparison of
planned and actual exposure revealed two inefficiencies: strong over-planning and a
time gap of one quarter were present in USD exposure. More importantly, the high
accuracy in the first quarters was caused by mapping two inefficiencies in planning, a
delayed exposure reduction and a simultaneous over-planning. Consequently, it did
not result from accurate planning. Yet, the differences seemed to decrease in 2011. In
interviews within our industry partner we figured out that at the end of 2010 a high
faulty planning amount had been discovered based on manual investigations. Al-
though, this finding already caused strong cost reduction in USD exposure planning,
there is still much room left for further improvement: An anticipation of the seasonal
effects holds an improvement potential of nearly 60%. One possible explanation for
the remaining planning error is outdated input data within the data generating sub-
sidiary. Remarkable, the delivery deadlines for financial planning at our industrial
partner will be changed in the future. Although the challenges regarding timeliness
of input data were known before, the findings presented in Chapter 6 had decisive
influence on this development.
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On the way to these interesting results, we had to conduct a large number of impor-
tant analyses and research questions had to be answered. To complete the procedure
behind the investigation of RQ 3, it was necessary to start on the highest data level
and detect external factors influencing subgroup planning (RQ 3.1). While, DV and
HC data exhibited no systematic behaviour, MS development was traced back to in-
security in the macroeconomy. In doing so, we showed a strongly significant depen-
dency between the volatility in the Dow Jones index and MS planning accuracy of
ρ = .62. More important for this work were the findings in CS data: planning accu-
racy revealed seasonal behaviour and decreased over the year (average increase of
nearly 300%). This seasonal effect was present in entity A data with the same effect
size, yet, not in all entities. The absence of this effect in the conformance with Ben-
ford’s Law for CS and entity A data was the starting point for the very successful
above-described examination.
Finally, an automated decision support will ease the detection of such faulty data in
multiple ways. The research to automate the detection of promising business insights
is one of the key issues of future work described in detail in the next section.
7.2. Future Work
In accordance with this entire thesis, the future work is related to the business process
redesign model and the decision support based on complex data analyses. Critically
assessing our approach, we were only able to implement iterations of the redesign
model within one single enterprise. Nevertheless, the industry partner can be rated
as archetypical for multinational enterprises and the challenges that arise from this
kind of company structure. To finally evaluate the success of the redesign model,
a three-fold enhancement of the presented evaluation is desirable: (i) the complete
implementation and evaluation of all proposed services, (ii) the investigation of the
influence of the performed changes on accuracy, and (iii) the roll out of the presented




As suggested by the redesign model, the implementation (i) is an iterative process.
Therein, we will carry out a near-time implementation of the Monitoring, Comment
Management and Management Service in general. However, it is not clear whether it
will be possible to integrate the data generation process into the enterprise portal at
all. More likely, the data generation will stay within the subsidiaries and the holding
will provide enhanced support through the corporate financial portal. The design of
evaluations and KPIs will be in analogy to Section 3.5. Furthermore, the identifica-
tion of drivers behind improved data accuracy (ii) is crucial to design future qual-
ity assurance measures and to implement support services as presented in Section
3.3. Thereby, the assessment of accuracy improvement through the realization of an
Upload and Validation Service requires a specific evaluation design. Through such an
appropriate design biased results caused by organizational changes and additional
validations, introduced continuously over time, will be avoided. Nevertheless, the
realization of implementation within other industry partners might be the most chal-
lenging part. In contrast to most industry partners, the enterprise in this cooperation
was not restrictive with their data and supported the research design in all phases
of the project. This makes the achieved results even more interesting and valuable,
however, their verification gets particularly challenging.
Equipped with detailed results of different dimensions in conformity of financial
planning data with Benford’s Law, we are able to address the integration of digital
analyses into information systems as required by recent papers that deal with the
application of Benford’s Law (Nigrini, 2000; Rezaee et al., 2002). Yet, so far, digital
analyses have mostly been applied to static data. With the results achieved in this
work, we will be able to realize a concrete implementation of digital analyses in such
a service within a business intelligence system. Beyond that, the presented results
will enable a service to cope with dynamically growing data sets in the planning do-
main. Such a service will also take rounding amounts and contextual information
like thresholds into account.
In addition to digital analyses, the decision support service will be founded on the
business insights extracted from a combination of plan and actual data. That is, the
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previously described corrections in entity A data will be incorporated: either through
notifications for the entity, including an explanation of over-planning and time lag, or
through automated adjustment of the data on the holding side. Of course, it is highly
desirable to generalize the detection of business insights. However, a holistic model
requires extensive knowledge about the subsidiary characteristics. A significant step
in this direction is the prototypical pattern detection presented for CS data in this
work. Another one is initiated through the proven dependency between macroecon-
omy and MS data. To push this idea ahead, we will have to identify a set of more
specific indicators that can be related to single subsidiaries. One possible indicator
is the benzene price, since benzene (a crude oil constituent) is a basic component of
numerous MS products and consequently ought to be linked to the general perfor-
mance.
Beside these extensions, refinement, and implementation of procedures presented
throughout this thesis, future work will focus on establishing additional quality met-
rics. In order to further characterize the planning behaviour within the subsidiaries,
we plan to analyse the revision volume and the revision directions. Compared to
weak planning efficiency, these numbers include additional information. However,
they are harder to interpret, too. For illustration, Figure 7.1 visualizes four time se-
ries representing the average level of first, second, third, or fourth revisions in the
complete data set over time. It shows that the behaviour during the financial crisis
in 2008 significantly impacted revisions, as all corrections of planning data strongly
went into the same direction. Likewise, major positive or negative peaks as can be
seen in August 2007 clearly impacted the outcome of weak-form planning efficiency
metrics. In this case, the peak resulted from a rather sudden M&A activity, not related
to the quality of financial planning processes of involved companies. We also see that
the average direction and level of revisions in a period exhibits obvious correlation,
which indicates non-efficient planning processes. One lesson-learned is that such ef-
fects should be discussed with experts and removed in data-preprocessing steps prior
to calculating metrics to be able to obtain proper results. Actually, data cleaning turns










































































































Figure 7.1.: Development of revisions i in the complete data sample over all de-
liveries (from 2 2006 to 1 2011).
activity. Nevertheless, an automated decision support service will tremendously de-
crease the complexity of planning data review and, at the same time, improve the
quality of forecast data and, consequently, is of utmost importance.
The above-described complete realization of the proposed services will further in-
crease the timeliness of the generated data and provide additional space for complex
validations. One very important aspect of future work on quality improvement in
financial planning data in this context is individual feedback. An inevitable step to-
wards such an individual communication is the correct classification of entities. The
accuracy calculated in this work is one metric allowing for differentiation, however, it
has significant shortcomings. For instance, it does not take into account how complex
the data generation itself has been. This is especially important in a very volatile busi-
ness. One metric overcoming this shortcoming is Theil’s U that compares the forecast
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where at denotes the actual value in t, at+1 the actual value in t + 1, and ft+1 the
forecast for t+ 1. Table 7.1 compares the accuracy results to the Theil’s U results for all
four subgroup data samples, the entities A, B, and the currencies USD, GBP applied
in the previous chapters. The accuracy results are identical with Table 5.1 and 5.2.
The implications of these results are very interesting in multiple ways: firstly the
low values in CS and entity A imply good planning behaviour in the given volatile
environment. However, currency USD still exhibits a higher value than the other
currencies, which again strengthens the findings presented in the previous chapter.
Secondly, the values > 1 for the sub-samples HC, MS, DV imply that the dummy
forecast would have performed better in the long run. Hence, it is crucial to identify
the entities and the time horizons causing the high Theil’s U values. Based upon that,
we plan to develop a clustering approach for the subsidiaries to identify the ones with
great demand for planning support. Summing up, Theil’s U provides very promising
insights that should be evaluated in the future. In accordance with the findings of this
thesis, it is likely that a combination of different metrics provides the most valuable
insights. Moreover, we will have to discuss our findings within the industry partner
to figure out which deviations can be explained and which require refinement.
One important point for the practical implications derived from the data accuracy
findings in this thesis and for the comparison between subsidiaries is the pessimistic
character of the calculation presented in Equations 5.2 to 5.4 and discussed in detail
in Section 5.1.2. Especially since the degree to which entities are affected by nega-
tive effects resulting from internal transactions and legal requirements may vary a
lot. Despite this structure of the chosen metric, today’s numbers achieve an overall
planning error below 40% in the first quarter 2012. This is an improvement of about
50% from the initial point of these analyses and clearly indicates a positive impact
of this research project on quality assurance and a successful cooperation with the
industry partner in general. Overall, the research conducted through this thesis pro-
vided valuable input towards quality assurance in financial planning. In this vein,
the overall goal of research with practical impact is achieved and promising field of




Subgroup Subgroup Subgroup Subgroup
HC MS CS DV
Accuracy 44.0% 55.3% 84.2% 90.2%
APE
Theil’s 1.27 1.40 0.50 1.50
U
Entity Entity Currency Currency
A B USD GBP
Accuracy 103.3% 63.1% 542.2% 94.1%
APE
Theil’s 0.43 1.21 0.79 0.43
U
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